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Foreword

Welcome to the world of developing business solutions with Microsoft Dynamics CRM!

For a long time, professional developers building business applications have been forced to choose between two equally unappealing alternatives when designing their solution—either buy an off-the-shelf package and have their hands tied with closed, proprietary designs; or build their own solution from scratch using commonly available technology and spend the majority of the project implementing the “basics” (again!) such as storage, security, and a user interface framework.

Microsoft Dynamics CRM is committed to providing a third way—a flexible architectural model that combines the power of the Microsoft platform with the appeal of a familiar Microsoft Office–style user experience and configurable business process. More important, although the power and value of Microsoft Dynamics CRM are most easily applied to sales, service, and marketing scenarios, the product’s capabilities easily provide a platform for enabling a wide range of business processes and applications.

Put simply, Microsoft Dynamics CRM makes delivering the basics easy and lets you apply your energy and creativity where it matters the most—solving unique problems and helping the business succeed with intelligent solutions.

In the end, the most important element of any business application development project is you—the developer. With this book, the authors make it easy for you to benefit from their years of practical experience working with customers and other Microsoft partners to deliver high-value CRM solutions. They explain what you need (and want) to know before you start in on your Microsoft Dynamics CRM development project and how to get the most out of the time that you spend. Their ability to provide clear, concise guidance across the entire range of developer capabilities in CRM is a tremendous asset for anyone building custom solutions with the product.

If you’re just getting started as a developer working with CRM, this book will give you the strong foundation in the core architecture, processes, and development capabilities to be a great Dynamics CRM developer.

If you’ve already had some experience with the product, this book is a handy reference that provides ideas and samples to stimulate your own creativity and help tackle common challenges.

I hope you find this guide both as informative and useful to read as I have during my collaboration with the authors. In the end, this book is just a first step. Whether you enjoy building business applications for the technical challenge or for the opportunity to help the
world run a little smoother, I’m confident that Microsoft Dynamics CRM can help you reach your project goals faster and more effectively.

Welcome to the next generation of business application development—happy coding!

Andrew Bybee
Principal Program Manager
Microsoft Dynamics CRM
Microsoft Corporation
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Introduction

If your organization has customers, you need a software system to help you manage your customer information. Unfortunately, many companies today are stuck using antiquated customer systems that don’t integrate with Microsoft Office Outlook, aren’t available from the Web, and can’t be accessed via mobile devices. Even worse, some companies rely on Outlook contacts and Microsoft Office Excel files for precious customer data, making team collaboration on these records very difficult.

You probably already know that Microsoft offers a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software solution as part of its Dynamics family. Microsoft Dynamics CRM is an easy-to-use application that businesses of all sizes and types can utilize. One of Microsoft Dynamics CRM’s most important benefits is its native integration with other Microsoft productivity tools: Outlook, Excel, and Microsoft Office Word. Microsoft Dynamics CRM allows organizations to manage their sales, marketing, and customer service information more efficiently, leading to higher sales revenue and improved customer satisfaction.

But just as important as Microsoft Dynamics CRM’s integration with other Microsoft tools, Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers developers a powerful customization and programming platform that you can use to satisfy almost any business requirement. This book provides a detailed explanation of the key areas in the Software Development Kit (SDK) and the Web-service–based Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). This book includes plenty of code samples and examples on topics such as form scripting, plug-ins, workflow assemblies, customizing the user interface, and more.

*Programming Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0* was written by the consulting firm Sonoma Partners. Our firm has written several other successful titles for Microsoft Press, such as *Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 Step by Step* (2008) and *Working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0, Second Edition* (2008). We tried to bring our real-world customer experiences to the writing process and share the most relevant information we think you’ll need to program with the latest version of Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0.

**Who This Book Is For**

We wrote this book for professional developers who want to use the Microsoft Dynamics CRM SDK and its APIs to extensively customize the software application. We assume that you’re comfortable working with .NET solutions and Web services. In addition, we also assume that you have a basic understanding of how to navigate the Microsoft Dynamics CRM interface and you understand its configuration capabilities. If you’re looking for a
detailed explanation of the Web-based configuration tools that Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers, please refer to *Working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0, Second Edition*, which explains these topics in great detail. If you’re brand new to Microsoft Dynamics CRM, and you want to learn how to navigate through the user interface (from an end-user perspective), you can refer to *Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 Step by Step*, which explains various day-to-day tasks such as creating accounts, logging a phone call, tracking an e-mail, and so on.

What This Book Is About

We divided this book into 15 chapters:

Chapter 1, “Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 SDK Overview,” introduces the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Software Development Kit (SDK) and outlines the most common questions that developers might ask about developing within Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

Chapter 2, “Development Overview and Environment,” provides information about the various software editions and looks at the unique Microsoft Dynamics CRM issues related to setting up a development environment.

Chapter 3, “Communicating with Microsoft CRM APIs,” explains how to programmatically connect with the Microsoft Dynamics CRM APIs. This chapter also covers how you connect to the APIs in the various deployment options: on-premise, Internet-facing, and Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online.

Chapter 4, “Security,” supplies information about how your custom code interacts with the Microsoft Dynamics CRM security model. This chapter also takes a look at using custom code to encrypt specific data attributes.

Chapter 5, “Plug-ins,” offers a detailed look at the Microsoft Dynamics CRM plug-in model. This includes creating the project, registering the plug-in, deploying the plug-in, and then working with the `IPluginExecutionContext`.

Chapter 6, “Programming Workflow,” examines the Microsoft Dynamics CRM workflow module and how it takes advantage of the Windows Workflow Foundation. More important, this chapter explains how you can create your own custom workflow activities that you can reference in Microsoft Dynamics CRM workflow rules.

Chapter 7, “Form Scripting,” explains the client-side scripting model. The chapter also provides examples of how you can create custom client-side code that calls Web services, run scripts from ISV.Config buttons, and so on.
Chapter 8, “Developing with the Metadata Service,” explains the Microsoft Dynamics CRM MetadataService, and how you can use this API to programmatically retrieve and modify data about the system schema.

Chapter 9, “Deployment,” explains various topics related to deploying your Microsoft Dynamics CRM solution from one environment to another.

Chapter 10, “Developing Offline Solutions,” outlines the nuances of writing custom code that works properly using Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook with Offline Access.

Chapter 11, “Multilingual and Multi-Currency Applications,” offers a look at how to use Microsoft Dynamics CRM’s multilingual and multi-currency functionality within your custom code to support global deployments.

Chapter 12, “Advanced Workflow Programming,” goes deeper into programming the Microsoft Dynamics CRM workflow functionality, and explains how you can create custom workflow activities with XAML.

Chapter 13, “Emulating User Interface with ASP.NET Development,” shows how you can create custom Web pages and user interfaces that blend seamlessly into the out-of-the-box Microsoft Dynamics CRM user interface, which provides a better end-user experience for your organization.

Chapter 14, “Developing Custom Microsoft CRM Controls,” provides examples of creating custom user controls that reference Microsoft Dynamics CRM data.

Chapter 15, “Additional Samples and Utilities,” discusses some of the utility classes and code used in the previous chapters as well as providing additional examples using the Microsoft Dynamics CRM technologies.

**Companion Content**

This book features a companion Web site that makes available to you all the code used in the book. This code is organized by chapter, and you can download it from the companion site at the following URL: [http://www.microsoft.com/mspress/companion/9780735625945](http://www.microsoft.com/mspress/companion/9780735625945).
System Requirements

We recommend that you refer to the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Implementation Guide for detailed system requirements. From a high level, you’ll need the following hardware and software to run the code samples in this book:

Client

- Microsoft Windows XP with Service Pack 2 (SP2) or the Windows Vista operating system
- Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 SP1 or Internet Explorer 7
- Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 (for the code samples)
- Microsoft Office 2003 with SP3 or the 2007 Microsoft Office System with SP1 (if you want to use Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Microsoft Office Outlook)

Server

- Microsoft Windows Server 2003 or Microsoft Windows Small Business Server 2003
- Microsoft SQL Server 2005
- Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 Server license (Workgroup, Professional, or Enterprise edition)
- Computer/processor: Dual 1.8-gigahertz (GHz) or higher Pentium (Xeon P4) or compatible CPU
- Memory: 1 gigabyte (GB) of RAM minimum, 2 GB or more of RAM recommended
- Hard disk: 400 megabytes (MB) free space
- Network card: 10/100 Mbps minimum, dual 10/100/1000 Mbps recommended

Find Additional Content Online

As new or updated material becomes available that complements your book, it will be posted online on the Microsoft Press Online Developer Tools Web site. The type of material you might find includes updates to book content, articles, links to companion content, errata, sample chapters, and more. This Web site is available at www.microsoft.com/learning/books/online/developer, and is updated periodically.
Support for This Book

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this book and the contents of the companion Web site. As corrections or changes are collected, they will be added to a Microsoft Knowledge Base article.

Microsoft Press provides support for books and companion content at the following Web site:

http://www.microsoft.com/learning/support/books/

Questions and Comments

If you have comments, questions, or ideas regarding the book or the companion Web site, or questions that are not answered by visiting the sites above, please send them to Microsoft Press via e-mail to

mspinput@microsoft.com

Or via postal mail to

Microsoft Press
Attn: Programming Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 Editor
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399

Please note that Microsoft software product support is not offered through the above addresses.
Chapter 1
Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 SDK Overview

You are probably reading this book because your organization recently purchased Microsoft Dynamics CRM or because your organization is evaluating it. As a developer, you want to know what this new software application will mean to your day-to-day life. Will it cause you nightmares and sleepless nights? Or will it be a dream to work with and solve all your current development headaches? As you might guess, the true answer lies somewhere in between. However, we strongly believe that if you take the time to learn the Microsoft Dynamics CRM application, you will find yourself much closer to the latter. If you’re new to Microsoft Dynamics CRM, your initial questions might include the following:

- Will the software limit what I can do?
- How do I customize and extend the software?
- What types of resources are available to help me with the software?

We wrote this book to explain how professional software developers can extend the Microsoft Dynamics CRM software application to meet their business needs. To create customizations and integrations outlined in this book, you must be comfortable developing Web-based applications using tools such as Microsoft Visual Studio. We assume you have working knowledge of Visual Studio and Web application configuration with Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS). Even if you’re not a developer, you might benefit from reading these chapters to understand the different types of customizations that the Microsoft Dynamics CRM programming model makes possible.

From a very high level, Microsoft Dynamics CRM is just a large and sophisticated Web application. The application serves Web pages through IIS while accessing data from a Microsoft SQL Server database. Consequently, users access data through a Web browser, in addition to having the option to install Microsoft Office Outlook integration software. For most developers, we recommend that they simply think of Microsoft Dynamics CRM as a typical Web application.

This chapter introduces three topics regarding programming Microsoft Dynamics CRM:

- The Software Development Kit
- A hitchhiker’s guide to common questions
- Microsoft Dynamics CRM as a business-application platform
The subsequent chapters dive into the Microsoft Dynamics CRM software architecture and provide programming examples.

**Software Development Kit Introduction**

Like many commercial software applications, Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers a Software Development Kit (SDK) that documents how you can customize and extend the system. The SDK consists of many different components related to extending the software:

- A compiled Help file that documents the application's architecture and programming interfaces, provides a report writer's guide, and offers additional development information
- Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 user interface style guide
- Code samples (walkthroughs)
- Helper classes and utilities
- Graphic images
- The SDKreadme.htm file, which documents any known issues

Sometimes people refer to just the compiled help file as the SDK, but you can see all of these documents when you download the SDK and extract the files.

---

**Important** Microsoft updates the SDK on a periodic basis (approximately once every two or three months), so be sure to obtain the latest version. You can download the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 Software Development Kit at http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=82E632A7-FAF9-41E0-8EC1-A2662AAE9DFB.

As part of the SDK, Microsoft documents all of the supported interaction points—also known as application programming interfaces (APIs)—that you can use when writing code that integrates with Microsoft Dynamics CRM. Using the APIs for your customizations provides several significant benefits:

- **Ease of use** The APIs include hundreds of pages of documentation complete with real-world examples, code samples, and helper classes to help you write code that works with Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

- **Supportability** If you encounter technical problems or issues using the APIs, you can contact Microsoft technical support or use the Microsoft Dynamics CRM public newsgroup for assistance.

- **Upgrade support** Microsoft makes every effort to ensure that the code you create for Microsoft Dynamics CRM using the APIs upgrades smoothly to future versions of
the product, even if the underlying Microsoft SQL Server database changes radically. This is also true for any updates and hotfixes that Microsoft might release for Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

- **Certification**  By following the documented APIs, you can submit your customizations to a third-party testing vendor to certify that your application works within the confines of the SDK. This certification provides comfort and reassurance for people evaluating your customizations.

### Hitchhiker’s Guide to Common Questions

Throughout the years we’ve worked with Microsoft Dynamics CRM, we find that a common set of developer questions pop up again and again. This section lists some of these questions and points you to the chapters in this book where you can find additional details about what you’re trying to accomplish.

**Can we alter the CRM database structure to add our custom tables and columns?**

Yes, you can extend the Microsoft Dynamics CRM database with new entities (tables), attributes (columns), and relationships (keys). You can also add new attributes to the out-of-box entities. However, you do not make these modifications to SQL Server directly. Instead you use one of two different tools to modify the database:

- A Web-based customization tool
- The metadata API

For more information about using the Web-based customization tool, please refer to the book *Working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM* by Mike Snyder and Jim Steger (Microsoft Press, 2008). That book includes several chapters on using the Web-based customization tools to modify the data structure.

The metadata API allows you to programmatically modify the database, including adding new attributes, entities, and so on. In this book, please refer to Chapter 8, “Developing with the Metadata Service,” for more information about programmatically modifying the database.

---

**Important**  Even though you can technically modify the database structure directly within SQL Server, you should not attempt to do so because the modifications might cause unintended consequences in your application, including possible data loss or system corruption. The Microsoft Dynamics CRM customization tools and the metadata API provide all of the resources you need to modify the database structure.
Another related question we frequently hear is “What does the database structure look like?” Although Microsoft Dynamics CRM does use a SQL Server database, theoretically you should not need to poke around the database structure or examine it. You can access data about the entities through the user interface or the metadata API. To further emphasize this idea, we want to point out that Microsoft released *logical* database diagrams for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0. These logical database diagrams do not include the actual table structure; instead, they list the abstracted logical structure just as you utilize it through the user interface and API. You can download and view the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 logical database diagrams from [http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=b73912e8-861e-43ae-97b4-72b3e809f287&DisplayLang=en](http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=b73912e8-861e-43ae-97b4-72b3e809f287&DisplayLang=en). These database diagrams show the logical data relationships and the linked attributes between entities in Microsoft Office Visio format.

In addition to the logical database diagrams, you can also view information about the entities and entity relationships through the Metadata browser at [http://<yourcrmserver>/<yourorganizationname>/sdk/list.aspx](http://<yourcrmserver>/<yourorganizationname>/sdk/list.aspx) (see Figure 1-1).

![Entity Navigator - Windows Internet Explorer](image)

**FIGURE 1-1** The Microsoft Dynamics CRM Metadata browser

Lastly, you can also use the metadata service API to programmatically view data about the database schema, attribute values, relationships, and so on.
If you’re just dying to see the underlying database structure, of course you can simply open SQL Server and examine it for yourself. You will find that Microsoft Dynamics CRM uses a normalized underlying database structure with clearly named tables such as `account_base` and `account_extensionbase`.

**How do we write custom code that gets data into and out of Microsoft Dynamics CRM?**

When you create custom code that needs to interact with Microsoft Dynamics CRM data, you should use one of two techniques:

- **CrmService Web Service**  An API that performs authentication and supports common data requests such as create, read, update, and delete. This API uses a Web service interface.

- **Filtered views**  Filtered views are SQL Server database views that your custom application can query to obtain read-only information about records.

You should avoid creating custom code that accesses the SQL Server database tables directly—please stick to one of these two techniques. Both of these interfaces abstract the underlying database from your code so that if necessary Microsoft can modify the SQL Server database for hotfixes, new versions, and so on. If your custom code accesses a database table directly and then Microsoft needs to modify it, your custom code will probably break. However, if your code accesses the CrmService Web service or a filtered view, Microsoft updates these interfaces with the corresponding database changes so that your code continues to run as-is.

While the CrmService Web service provides access to data about records, Microsoft Dynamics CRM includes two additional Web services that you can utilize:

- **MetadataService Web Service**  This Web service provides an API that allows you to query and manipulate the data structure.

- **CrmDiscoveryService Web Service**  This Web service provides an API that allows you to query for information about the Microsoft Dynamics CRM installation.

Refer to Chapter 3, “Communicating with Microsoft Dynamics CRM APIs,” for information about connecting to the APIs. Chapter 8 includes a deeper look at retrieving and modifying the database schema programmatically.
Can we change the current CRM form layouts and controls?

Yes, Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers multiple tools to modify the existing forms. The Web-based customization tools allow you to:

- Add, remove, and modify form fields.
- Add, remove, and move tabs.
- Change field and tab labels.

Figure 1-2 shows the form editor for the contact entity.

![The contact form editor](image)

**FIGURE 1-2** The contact form editor

Many of the attributes on the form include built-in controls such as a calendar for date fields, drop-down menus for picklist fields, check boxes for bit fields, and so on. Obviously this form editor provides great convenience for you to add and remove fields, in addition to changing the form layout. The book *Working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM* includes several chapters explaining how to modify form layouts.

However, if you want to use different controls than the ones included by default, Microsoft Dynamics CRM does not include a tool to swap out the default controls with your controls. However, you can implement your own custom controls by using a combination of iFrames
and your own custom Web pages. An IFrame allows you to embed a custom Web page into a Microsoft Dynamics CRM form so that it appears in the context of other Microsoft Dynamics CRM fields. For more information on creating custom user controls, please refer to Chapter 14, “Developing Custom Microsoft Dynamics CRM Controls.”

**How do we implement our own custom business logic?**

Microsoft Dynamics CRM includes several different options for implementing your custom business logic:

- **Form scripting events**  Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers **onSave**, **onLoad**, and **onChange** form events that you can use to trigger form scripting code.

- **Server-side events**  You can register Microsoft .NET assemblies that contain your custom code, and Microsoft Dynamics CRM will trigger these assemblies based on the user operations you configure, such as creating a record, deleting a record, assigning a record, and so on. These .NET assemblies are known as plug-ins in Microsoft Dynamics CRM, and you can run them either synchronously or asynchronously.

- **Microsoft Dynamics CRM Workflow**  This option uses the Windows Workflow Foundation framework to create business automation processes triggered by the actions you configure. Sample workflow rules include e-mail alerts, task creation, record assignment, and so on.

- **Custom Web pages**  You can embed your own custom Web pages directly within the Microsoft Dynamics CRM application and user interface. These pages can contain any type of business logic that you deem necessary.

As you would expect, you configure form scripting events on a record’s form that Microsoft Dynamics CRM can trigger when a user saves a record, loads a form, or changes a field’s data value. Form scripting events allow you to perform conditional form manipulation such as updating one field’s value based on the value of a different field, or changing the form layout that a user sees based on the security role of the user viewing the record. You use JavaScript as your form scripting language. Figure 1-3 shows where you can load script onto a form. Please refer to Chapter 7, “Form Scripting,” for a detailed look at the client script programming model. Microsoft Dynamics CRM executes form scripting both online and offline (within Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook with Offline Access).
For server-side logic, Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers a plug-in model where you can create custom .NET assemblies that Microsoft Dynamics CRM executes based upon the defined trigger operations. For example, you can create an assembly that runs every time a user deactivates a lead or closes an opportunity. Because the plug-in model accepts .NET assemblies, developers can take advantage of the .NET Framework to accommodate almost any type of customization your organization might require. You can configure plug-ins to run either synchronously or asynchronously. In addition, you can even create plug-ins that run offline (disconnected from the server) in the Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook software. Chapter 5, “Plug-ins,” explains how to write plug-ins in exhaustive detail.

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Workflow offers another option for implementing your own business logic. Unlike form scripting events and plug-ins, Microsoft Dynamics CRM Workflow includes a user interface that nondevelopers can use to set up and create their own automation processes. As a developer, this frees you from simple and common requests such as creating e-mail alerts and notifications. Figure 1-4 shows an example of a workflow rule created in the Web interface. Please refer to Working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM for an explanation of the Workflow Web interface.
Even though the Workflow Web interface is quite powerful, undoubtedly your users will encounter scenarios where they can’t design their business logic within the existing Web-based tools. Fortunately, Microsoft Dynamics CRM allows you to create custom workflow assemblies that your users can reference in the Web workflow designer to utilize in their rules. Just like plug-ins, workflow assemblies are fully .NET-compliant so that you have almost unlimited programming options to create complex and sophisticated business logic within workflow. Chapter 6, “Programming Workflow,” explains the process for creating workflow assemblies within Microsoft Dynamics CRM. Chapter 12, “Advanced Workflow Programming,” contains additional information about more complex programming customizations within workflow.

Caution Many people assume that because Microsoft Dynamics CRM uses SQL Server, they can use database triggers for their business logic. This is not the case. If you want to create custom business logic related to database activity, you should plan to use one of the supported mechanisms such as form scripting events, plug-ins, or workflow instead of database triggers.

Another powerful option to implement your custom business logic in Microsoft Dynamics CRM is to create custom Web pages that you embed in the user interface. You can create these pages using any technology that you prefer—Microsoft Dynamics CRM simply references your pages.
How much control do we have over the user interface and branding?

As we already mentioned, Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers Web-based customization tools that allow you to modify the various forms with your custom attributes and relationships. This form-customization tool is nice because nondevelopers can use it to make modifications to your system.

However, you can perform more complex modifications to the user interface through the use of IFrames to implement your own custom user interface. While IFrames allow you to embed your custom Web pages within a Microsoft Dynamics CRM form, you can also modify the user interface by creating entirely new Web pages within the application. Users can access these custom Web pages through the primary navigation, or from buttons or links that you can add to existing records. Figure 1-5 shows the dialog to add an IFrame to a Microsoft Dynamics CRM form.

![FIGURE 1-5 Adding an IFrame to a form](image)

Please refer to Chapter 13, “Emulating the User Interface with ASP.NET Development,” for information about creating new Web pages that work within Microsoft Dynamics CRM. Please refer to the book *Working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM* for an explanation of using the SiteMap and ISV.Config to modify the navigation model.
Warning Even though you can technically modify the .aspx Web pages and the .js files in the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Web application, Microsoft considers these types of modifications unsupported. Instead you should use the other techniques outlined above to implement your custom business logic and user interface. Modifying the .aspx or .js files will probably cause unexpected (bad) behavior within your system.

How do we deploy changes from one system to another?

Microsoft Dynamics CRM includes a customization import and export utility in the Web interface so that you can easily move customizations from one system to another (such as moving from development to staging to production). Figure 1-6 shows some of the customization import and export utilities.

When you export customizations, Microsoft Dynamics CRM creates an XML file that contains all of the details of your entities. You can then take that customization file and import it into your target system. If you plan on frequent updates from one system to another, you can write code using the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Metadata API that will automatically export customizations from one system, import them into another system, and then publish those
changes on the target system. If your system includes custom Web pages, you are responsible for deploying those files. Microsoft Dynamics CRM will not include your custom Web pages in the customizations import/export process. Chapter 9, “Deployment,” takes a closer look at deploying your Microsoft Dynamics CRM customizations.

**Will our customizations upgrade when Microsoft releases a new version of the software?**

This question appears more frequently than probably all of the other questions combined, and understandably so! If you invest hundreds or thousands of hours customizing Microsoft Dynamics CRM, you want to know that you won’t lose that investment when Microsoft releases the next version of the software. The key to answering this question is understanding what Microsoft means when they talk about “supported customizations.” If Microsoft considers a customization supported, you can pretty safely assume that the customization will upgrade smoothly. We like to think of the SDK as the authoritative list of supported customizations, so if you follow the guidance outlined in that document you should not experience a problem.

**Caution** While most supported customizations upgrade to future versions, Microsoft cannot guarantee this. For example, upgrading from Microsoft Dynamics CRM 1.2 to Microsoft Dynamics CRM 3.0 included a few breaking changes related to activities. However, Microsoft only makes these types of changes when the benefit of the new functionality clearly outweighs the cost of re-creating a customization.

Having experienced multiple upgrades of Microsoft Dynamics CRM, we feel that Microsoft demonstrates a good track record of supporting customizations. For example, Microsoft completely revamped the asynchronous service for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0, replacing 3.0 callouts with plug-ins in 4.0. The new 4.0 plug-in model included a large number of new benefits for developers and administrators, so plug-ins were a great architecture improvement over callouts. However, Microsoft included backward-compatibility support for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 3.0 callouts so that they can run in Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 without any code changes.

**More Info** Microsoft stated that they plan to release a new major release of Microsoft Dynamics CRM once every two years. In the interim, Microsoft will release smaller updates, hotfixes, and security updates along the way. However, many customers find it comforting that the major updates follow a periodic update schedule at a reasonable interval.
Are role-based security permissions supported and configurable?

Microsoft Dynamics CRM uses a role-based security model to determine the various privileges with the system. Each user can possess one or more security roles, and each security role defines the various privileges within the system. Administrators can configure and assign security roles through a Web interface. Figure 1-7 shows how an administrator can configure a security role in the application.

![Security role editor in Microsoft Dynamics CRM](image)

**FIGURE 1-7** The security role editor in Microsoft Dynamics CRM

Please refer to *Working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM* for more information on setting up user security. For information about security within your programming customizations, please refer to Chapter 4, “Security,” in this book.

**Does Microsoft Dynamics CRM support multiple languages and currencies?**

Yes, Microsoft Dynamics CRM is a truly global product that supports multiple languages and multiple currencies within a single deployment. Suppose that a sample organization has 500
users using Microsoft Dynamics CRM. That organization could theoretically set up their users as follows:

- 100 users with US English and US Dollars
- 100 users with Spanish and US Dollars
- 100 users with French and Euros
- 200 users with Spanish and Euros

As a developer, you must understand how your custom code needs to accommodate these types of multiple language and multiple currency scenarios. Chapter 11, “Multilingual and Multi-Currency Applications,” takes a look at programming for these situations within Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

Will our programming customizations run offline?

As we previously mentioned, Microsoft Dynamics CRM includes optional add-in software for Microsoft Office Outlook. This add-in software comes in two different versions:

- Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook
- Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook with Offline Access

The offline-enabled version of this software allows your users to work while disconnected from the Microsoft Dynamics CRM server. As a developer, you have the option to create customizations that also run offline within Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook. The SDK includes support for offline programming interfaces. Even if your customizations don’t need to run offline, you should take some time to understand how users with the offline version of Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook might interact with your server-based customizations. Please refer to Chapter 10, “Developing Offline Solutions,” for more information on this topic.

How do you recommend we set up a Microsoft Dynamics CRM development environment?

When you’re creating your Microsoft Dynamics CRM customizations, of course you don’t want to develop and test your code in a production environment. You want to work in a sandbox system and then push your completed customizations to a different environment upon completion. Chapter 2, “Development Overview and Environment,” examines different options for setting up a development system for your team of developers.
Microsoft Dynamics CRM as a Business Application Platform

If you’re new to Microsoft Dynamics CRM, you might think of the application as just a sales, marketing, and service tool. However, we encourage you to think of new and creative ways to use your programming skills and the Microsoft Dynamics CRM platform to tackle new business challenges. We believe that Microsoft Dynamics CRM is an excellent development platform for many reasons, including:

- Metadata architecture that allows for easy extensions to the database model
- Web-based customization tools that allow nondevelopers to make application changes
- Built-in workflow capability
- Documented and easy-to-use software development kit
- Service-orientated architecture
- Native support for online and offline use
- Native support for multiple currencies and multiple languages
- Enterprise-class capabilities with SQL Server database
- Out-of-the-box integration with the common end-user applications Microsoft Office Outlook, Microsoft Office Excel, Microsoft Office Word, and Microsoft Office Communication Server
- Common user authentication with Microsoft Active Directory for single sign-on with Microsoft Office SharePoint Server

Having worked with many different customers implementing Microsoft Dynamics CRM, our company Sonoma Partners has helped many organizations use Microsoft Dynamics CRM as a business application platform to tackle nontraditional CRM business issues. Examples include:

- Helping a large national franchise to use Microsoft Dynamics CRM to scout, rank, and identify potential restaurant locations.
- Working with a national real-estate company to track condominium developments and condominium inventory in Microsoft Dynamics CRM. The company also tracked each buyer’s preferences and upgrades such as appliances, paint color, furnishings, and so on.
- Developing a system for a nonprofit organization to qualify applicants of oil and heat subsidies, including tracking applications, receipts, and vendor payment status.
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- Designing a database of hospitals and physicians for a long-term care management company to help them better understand the patient referral and new patient setup process.

Most people would not consider any of these examples as traditional CRM, yet all of them work excellently on the Microsoft Dynamics CRM platform! If your organization is considering building a custom software application from scratch, or if you have an existing home-grown custom application, we strongly urge you to consider using Microsoft Dynamics CRM as a platform to replace custom software applications. We hope that the chapters and examples in this book will give you the confidence that Microsoft Dynamics CRM is truly easy to program with, and offers an unbelievable amount of flexibility.

Tip  Sometimes people use the term xRM to describe using a CRM software application as the business application platform to solve nontraditional business challenges. We’ve seen different definitions for the acronym xRM, but we like to think of the letter X as a variable just like you might remember from your algebra class. You can plug in almost any value for X, but it always includes the relationship management.

Summary

Microsoft Dynamics CRM includes many different software development tools that professional developers can use to create complex system customizations. The Microsoft Dynamics CRM SDK is the primary development documentation for developers, as the SDK includes architecture information, helper classes, and definitions of supported customizations. When developing Microsoft Dynamics CRM customizations, you should not access the SQL Server database directly. Instead you should connect to system data through the CrmService Web service or the MetadataService Web service. The CrmService provides basic create, read, update, and delete functionality, and the MetadataService provides a programmatic interface to the data schema. You can implement your own business logic in Microsoft Dynamics CRM using a combination of techniques, such as form scripting, server-side assemblies, workflow assemblies, and custom Web pages. Because of the flexibility of the Microsoft Dynamics CRM programming platform, the software offers an ideal development platform for tracking nontraditional CRM data beyond sales, marketing, and customer service.
Chapter 5
Plug-ins

Plug-ins provide one of the most powerful customization points within Microsoft Dynamics CRM. As users work in the application, their actions cause Microsoft Dynamics CRM to trigger events that developers can use to execute custom business logic through the use of plug-ins. For example, you can register plug-ins to run business logic every time a user creates an account or deletes an activity. You can create plug-ins to run in response to a vast number of events, including plug-ins for custom entities. You can use plug-ins for a variety of features, such as synchronizing data to an external database, tracking changes in an audit log, or simply creating follow-up tasks for a newly created account.

Note At the time this book went to press, Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online (the Microsoft hosted version of Microsoft Dynamics CRM) does not support custom plug-ins.

Some of the tasks you can accomplish with plug-ins—such as populating fields with default values or specific field formatting—you can also accomplish with form JavaScript. Plug-ins have the advantage of running on the server, so you are guaranteed that these types of tasks will run even if the entity is created or updated from a bulk import or through the Web service API.

Note If you are familiar with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 3.0, you are probably thinking that plug-ins sound very similar to callouts. Plug-ins are in fact the replacement for callouts, but they offer a much more robust programming model. Microsoft Dynamics 4.0 does support version 3.0 callouts if you still need to use them, but they access CRM via the version 3.0 endpoint and do not support version 4.0 features such as multi-tenancy.

In this chapter, we will explore the following topics in detail:

- Writing your first plug-in
- The event execution pipeline
- Details of the IPluginExecutionContext interface
- Impersonation
- Exception handling
Writing Your First Plug-in

When working with a new framework or technology, we find it easiest to start with a simple hands-on example and then dig deeper into real-world examples. We’ll start by implementing a simple plug-in to provide a more concrete foundation for the remainder of the chapter. This plug-in verifies that an account’s `accountnumber` follows a specific format. In this example, Microsoft Dynamics CRM executes the plug-in when a new account is created or modified to verify that the account number starts with two letters followed by six numbers.

As mentioned earlier, you could accomplish this same type of account validation through scripting with the form’s `onsave` event. However, enforcing business logic on the form might not be ideal because modifications to the account number through workflow or through an external application would bypass the `onsave` event script and possibly allow an invalid account number format. By using a plug-in, we can guarantee that Microsoft Dynamics CRM enforces our business logic regardless of the method used to create the account.

Creating the Plug-in Project

Plug-ins are implemented as classes that implement a specific interface and are contained within a signed Microsoft .NET assembly. The assembly needs to target the Microsoft .NET runtime version 2.0, which can be accomplished by creating a class library in Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 targeting the .NET Framework 2.0, 3.0, or 3.5. However, installing Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 only guarantees that Microsoft .NET Framework 3.0 is installed on the server. If you need assemblies included in the Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5, you have to install that version of the framework yourself. Before we can create our first plug-in, we need to create a class library project. Follow these steps to set up your first plug-in project.

Creating the plug-in project in Microsoft Visual Studio 2008

2. On the File Menu, select New and then click Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box, select the Other Project Types > Visual Studio Solutions type, and then select the Blank Solution template.
4. Type the name `ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4` in the Name box. Click OK.
5. On the File Menu, select Add and then click New Project.

6. In the New Project dialog box, select the Visual C# project type targeting the .NET Framework 3.0 and then select the Class Library template.

7. Type the name **ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins** in the Name box. Click OK.

8. Delete the default Class.cs file.

9. Right-click the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins project in Solution Explorer and then click Add Reference.

10. On the Browse tab, navigate to the CRM SDK’s bin folder and select microsoft.crm.sdk.dll and microsoft.crm.sdktypeproxy.dll. Click OK.

11. Right-click the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins project in Solution Explorer and then click Add Reference.


13. Right-click the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins project in Solution Explorer and then click Properties.

14. On the Signing tab, select the Sign The Assembly box and then select <New...> from the list below it.

15. Type the key file name ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins, and then clear the Protect My Key File With A Password check box. Click OK.

16. Close the project properties window.

**Implementing the Plug-in Class**

After setting up our project, we are ready to implement our first plug-in. Let’s start by adding a class to our newly created project.

**Adding the AccountNumberValidator class**


2. Type **AccountNumberValidator.cs** in the Name box. Click Add.

Replace the generated code in the **AccountNumberValidator** class with the code displayed in Listing 5-1.
LISTING 5-1 The AccountNumberValidator plug-in source code

```csharp
using System;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk;
using System.Text.RegularExpressions;

namespace ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins
{
    public class AccountNumberValidator: IPlugin
    {
        public void Execute(IPluginExecutionContext context)
        {
            DynamicEntity target = (DynamicEntity)context.InputParameters[ParameterName.Target];

            if (target.Properties.Contains("accountnumber"))
            {
                string accountNumber = (string)target["accountnumber"];
                Regex validFormat = new Regex(@"[A-Z]{2}-[0-9]{6}");

                if (!validFormat.IsMatch(accountNumber))
                {
                    string message = "Account number does not follow the required format. " + 
                                    "(AA-######)";
                    throw new InvalidPluginExecutionException(message);
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```

AccountNumberValidator, a very simple plug-in, extracts the target account as a DynamicEntity and validates that the accountnumber property follows a specific pattern (two capital letters followed by a dash and then six numbers). We know the target input parameter will be a DynamicEntity representing the account because we will be registering this plug-in with the Create and Update messages for the account entity.

Notice that the only requirement at the class level for a plug-in is that it must implement the Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.IPlugin interface. IPlugin has only a single method, named Execute, which takes a single argument of type IPluginExecutionContext. We will be exploring the IPluginExecutionContext interface in detail—as well as how Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 handles exceptions thrown by plug-ins—later in this chapter. For more information on the DynamicEntity class and its use, refer to Chapter 3, “Using the Web Service APIs.”
Building the Registration Tool

Unlike for workflows, form changes, and other customizations to Microsoft Dynamics CRM, no Web-based interface is included to register plug-ins. However, the Microsoft Dynamics CRM SDK includes two utilities to help you register plug-ins, and you can also register plug-ins using the API.

Later in the chapter we will explore using the API to write your own plug-in registration tools, but for this first example we will use one of the CRM SDK’s registration tools, PluginRegistration. PluginRegistration is a Windows desktop application that has an intuitive graphical user interface for registering plug-ins and configuring which messages cause the plug-in to execute. You can find the PluginRegistration tool in the Tools folder within the CRM SDK.

The Microsoft Dynamics CRM SDK distributes PluginRegistration as source code only, so you will need to compile it before you can run it. Follow the guidelines in the readme.doc included in the tools\PluginRegistration folder to compile the application. PluginRegistration is distributed as a Visual Studio 2005 project, but Visual Studio 2008 can automatically upgrade it without problems.

Deploying the Plug-in

After compiling our plug-in registration tool, we are ready to register our first plug-in. During registration you specify which messages for specific entities will cause the plug-in to execute. Depending on the message, you can specify additional filtering or request more information to be provided to your plug-in during execution.

Important To register a plug-in you must be listed as a Deployment Administrator on the CRM server. To verify that you are a Deployment Administrator, log on to the CRM server and launch the Deployment Manager tool, which is located in the Microsoft Dynamics CRM group on the Start menu. If you are not a Deployment Administrator, the tool will show an error indicating so and then exit. If this is the case, you need to have a Deployment Administrator use this tool and add you to the list of Deployment Administrators.

When you register a plug-in, Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers you multiple registration properties:

- **Mode** A plug-in can execute either synchronously or asynchronously.
- **Stage** This option specifies whether the plug-in will respond to pre-events or post-events.
- **Deployment** A plug-in can execute only on the server, within the Outlook client, or both.
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Messages
This option determines which Microsoft Dynamics CRM events should trigger your logic, such as *Create*, *Update*, and even *Retrieve*.

Entity
A plug-in can execute against most of the entities, including custom entities.

Rank
This option is an integer that specifies the order in which all plug-in steps should be executed.

Assembly Location
This option tells Microsoft Dynamics CRM whether the assemblies are stored in the database or on the Web server’s file system.

Images
You can pass attribute values from the record as either pre-images or post-images for certain message types.

You configure these plug-in properties when you register the plug-in with Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

Mode
Microsoft Dynamics CRM allows you to execute plug-ins synchronously or asynchronously. Asynchronous plug-ins are loaded into the Microsoft CRM Asynchronous Service and executed at some point after the main event processing is complete. Asynchronous plug-ins are ideal for handling situations that are not critical to complete immediately, such as audit logging. Because the plug-in executes asynchronously, it does not negatively affect the response time for an end user who initiates the core operation.

Real World
In practice, most plug-ins perform tasks that users expect to see feedback on as soon as they save their changes within the CRM application. Because of this, you will probably find that most plug-ins are registered to execute synchronously. When it is determined that a plug-in can be registered to execute asynchronously, implementing a custom workflow step instead is frequently more beneficial because business users can more easily maintain the workflow. Scenarios still exist in which an asynchronous plug-in is the right answer, but they are not very common. Microsoft Dynamics CRM does not support pre-event plug-ins configured for asynchronous operation.

Stage
When you register a plug-in, you can configure the plug-in to run before or after the core operation takes place. A plug-in that executes before the core operation is referred to as a *pre-event* plug-in, while a plug-in that executes after the core operation is a *post-event* plug-in. Pre-event plug-ins are useful when you want to validate or alter data prior to submission. With post-event plug-ins, you can execute additional logic or integration after the data has been safely stored in the database.
Important  How do you know which stage to register for? If a plug-in needs to interrupt or modify values before they are committed to the database, you should register it as a pre-event plug-in. Otherwise, you end up needing to execute an additional message to apply your change when you could have accomplished this by just modifying the data before the original message’s core operation executed. On the other hand, if your plug-in needs to create a child entity whenever the parent entity type is created, you need to register it to execute during the post-event stage to have access to the newly created parent’s ID.

Deployment

One of the great new features of Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 is the ability to have your plug-in logic execute offline with the Outlook client, further extending your existing solution. You can choose to have the plug-in execute only against the server, run offline with the Outlook client, or both.

Remember that when a client goes offline and then returns online, any plug-in calls are executed after the data synchronizes with the server. If you choose to have your logic execute both with the server and offline, be prepared for Microsoft Dynamics CRM to execute your plug-in code twice.

Caution  Microsoft Dynamics CRM does not support an asynchronous implementation of a plug-in with offline deployment. If you want to have your plug-in work offline, you need to register it in synchronous mode.

For more information about developing offline solutions and using plug-ins offline, please refer to Chapter 10, “Developing Offline Solutions.”

Messages

In the documentation, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 refers to server-based trigger events as messages. The Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 SDK also supports all the events from Microsoft Dynamics CRM 3.0, such as Create, Update, Delete, and Merge. In addition, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 includes some new messages such as Route, Retrieve, and RetrieveMultiple.

See the “Supported Messages and Entities” section later in this chapter for more information about the available messages. You can also use the API to write code to see whether Microsoft Dynamics CRM supports a particular message.

Entities

Most system and all custom entities are available for plug-in execution. Please refer to the “Supported Messages and Entities” section for more information on the supported entities.
Rank

Rank merely denotes the order in which a plug-in should fire. Rank is simply an integer, and Microsoft Dynamics CRM starts with the plug-in with the lowest rank and then cycles through all available plug-ins. You should definitely consider the order of plug-ins, depending on the logic they perform.

Assembly Location

You can deploy plug-in assemblies to the database, to a folder on the Microsoft Dynamics CRM server, or to the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) on the server. Typically the database is the best option because you do not need to manually copy the file to the server before registering the plug-in. Unless you have a specific need to do otherwise, we recommend that you leave the default option and deploy your plug-ins to the database.

Images

Images provide you with the record attribute values. Images exist as pre-values (before the core platform operation) and post-values. Not all messages allow images.

Now that you understand a little more background about the plug-in registration process, use the following steps to register the AccountNumberValidator plug-in.

Connecting to the server with the PluginRegistration tool

1. Launch the PluginRegistration tool that you compiled in the previous section. You will see the New Connection screen first (Figure 5-1).

2. Type any name you want for the Label. It is only used for display purposes in the PluginRegistration tool.

3. Type the name of your CRM server for the Discovery Server.

4. Optionally, specify the port your CRM server is running on if it is not port 80.

5. Optionally, specify the domain and user name you want to use to connect to the CRM server. If you specify a domain and user name, you will be prompted for a password when you connect. If you leave these fields blank, the tool connects as the currently logged on user.

6. Click Connect. You should now see a list of organizations under your connection.

7. Double-click the organization you want to register the plug-in with.
Now that you are connected to the server, next you will register the assembly on the server.

**Registering the assembly**

1. Select Register New Assembly from the Register toolbar drop-down list to open the Register New Assembly dialog box (Figure 5-2).

2. Click the ellipses button to browse and select the plug-in DLL. Note that the assembly and plug-in classes are selected by default in the selection tree.

3. Leave Database selected as the deployment location.

   While you can deploy plug-ins to a folder or to the GAC on the Microsoft Dynamics CRM server, it is typically better to deploy to the database because you do not need to manually set up the assembly on the server. This point becomes even more valid if you are dealing with a web farm environment because you would need to copy the assembly to each server if you don’t specify database deployment.

4. Click Register Selected Plugins.
After this step you should see a series of messages in the Registration log. If all goes well, a confirmation dialog box will pop up to tell you that one assembly and one plug-in were registered.

Last you need to configure when the plug-in should run. You do this by registering steps with the PluginRegistration tool. Steps contain information such as the entity and message that will cause a plug-in to execute, as well as the stage it will execute in. Each plug-in can have multiple steps, allowing it to execute for different entities and messages.

**Registering plug-in steps**

1. Right-click the `AccountNumberValidator` plug-in in the Registered Plugins & Custom Workflow Activities tree, and then select Register New Step to open the Register New Step dialog box (Figure 5-3).
2. Type **Create** in the Message box.
3. Type **account** in the Primary Entity box.
4. Specify **accountnumber** for the Filtering Attributes by clicking on the ellipsis button and then clearing all but the Account Number check box in the resulting dialog box.
5. Select the Pre Stage option.

6. Leave the rest of the settings at their default values.

7. Click Register New Step.

8. Repeat steps 1 through 7, but type **Update** in the Message box.

FIGURE 5-3 The Register New Step dialog box

Now that you’ve registered the plug-in, it will verify that all newly created or modified account numbers match the specified format. If a user tries to create or update an account using an invalid account number, the error shown in Figure 5-4 appears. Likewise, if a workflow or service call tries to create or modify an account with an invalid account number, Microsoft Dynamics CRM will not update the account and will bubble up an exception to the caller.

FIGURE 5-4 An error presented to the user by the *AccountNumberValidator* plug-in
The Event Execution Pipeline

Now that we implemented a basic plug-in, let’s step back and look at the bigger picture. Plug-ins run within an execution pipeline specific to the message being executed. Also executing within the pipeline is the core operation, which is implemented by Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0. The core operation typically consists of a database operation—either retrieving, updating, inserting, or deleting records. For example, when a RetrieveMultiple request is executed, the core operation is the selection of data from the database. Figure 5-5 illustrates the various stages of the event execution pipeline.

![Event Execution Pipeline Diagram](image)

**FIGURE 5-5** The event execution pipeline

Supported Messages and Entities

When trying to determine how to register a plug-in or even what is possible to hook into, you often find yourself wondering which messages exist for any given entity. The CRM SDK includes a Microsoft Office Excel spreadsheet that lists all the events that can be registered for and their corresponding entities. The file is named Plug-in Message-Entity Table.xls and is located in the Tools subfolder of the SDK.
This spreadsheet includes filterable columns and can be an excellent tool when you are trying to determine which messages an entity supports—or when you are just trying to brainstorm creative solutions. From this list you can see that several messages, such as Import, Export, and Publish, are not even tied to an entity. Figure 5-6 shows the spreadsheet filtered to only display messages supported by the Account entity.

![Figure 5-6 The plug-in message entity spreadsheet](image)

**Parent and Child Pipelines**

Some events will in turn cause other events to be executed. When this happens, a secondary pipeline is created for this event and is referred to as a child pipeline. For example, when an Opportunity is converted to an Account, the Create event is executed in a child pipeline. If you want to handle the creation of an account in this scenario, you need to specify Child as the InvocationSource when registering your plug-in step.

Typically, plug-ins only execute outside the main database transaction and cannot cause a rollback to occur. However, when a plug-in is running inside a child pipeline, it is executing inside the parent pipeline's transaction, and if the plug-in throws an exception, the parent’s transaction will be rolled back.
Caution One additional point to be aware of is that when you run a plug-in inside a child pipeline, you cannot use the `IPluginExecutionContext` interface's `CreateCrmService` method. If you do, an exception is thrown. The use of the `CreateCrmService` method was intentionally disabled in child pipelines because it would be too easy to cause an infinite loop or a database deadlock if it were enabled. If you absolutely need to talk back to the CRM services inside a child pipeline, you can manually create a `CrmService`, but be sure to use it with caution. Additionally, any calls you make with your own `CrmService` run within their own thread and are outside transactions in which the plug-in executes. This means that if the transaction is rolled back for any reason, changes made with your instance of `CrmService` will not be undone.

`IPluginExecutionContext`  
As stated earlier, every plug-in must implement the `IPlugin` interface, which includes the `Execute` method in its definition. The `Execute` method takes a single argument of type `IPluginExecutionContext`, which provides the plug-in with the state of the current execution pipeline and a means to communicate with the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Web service API. `IPluginExecutionContext` has twenty-two properties and two methods, all of which are described in the following list.

- **BusinessUnitId property**  
  *BusinessUnitId* is a `Guid` that represents the business unit that the primary entity belongs to.

- **CallerOrigin property**  
  *CallerOrigin* is an instance of one of the following classes: `ApplicationOrigin`, `AsyncServiceOrigin`, `OfflineOrigin`, or `WebServiceApiOrigin`. You can use this property to determine who initiated the pipeline. The following code determines whether the pipeline was initiated from the CRM Web service.

  ```csharp
  public bool IsOriginatingFromWebServiceApi(IPluginExecutionContext context)
  {
    return context.CallerOrigin is WebServiceApiOrigin;
  }
  
  **CorrelationId, CorrelationUpdatedTime, and Depth properties**  
  These three properties are combined to detect infinite loops in plug-ins. If you only use the `IPluginExecutionContext` interface's `CreateCrmService` method to create `CrmService` instances, you don't need to worry about these three properties, as they will be set on the returned `CrmService` for you. However, if you need to create your own instance of a `CrmService` class, you can use these properties to initialize its `CorrelationTokenValue` property, which ensures safety from infinite loops. The code shown here demonstrates how to use the correlation properties when creating your own `CrmService` instances.

  ```csharp
  public CrmService GetSafeCrmService(IPluginExecutionContext context)
  {
    CrmService crmService = new CrmService();
  }```
crmService.CorrelationTokenValue = new CorrelationToken(
    context.CorrelationId,
    context.CorrelationUpdatedTime,
    context.Depth
);

// finish initializing crmService here...

return crmService;

---

### More Info

One additional use for `CorrelationId` is as a unique value for logging. In a production environment you will likely have multiple plug-ins executing at the same time, and the unique ID can be useful in determining which plug-in instance is generating the log messages.

- **InitiatingUserId property**  This property is always the `Guid` of the user that caused the event to execute, regardless of whether the plug-in was registered to impersonate another user. See the `UserId` property later in this section for more information.

- **InputParameters property**  This property is an instance of Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.PropertyBag. Each value contained in PropertyBag corresponds with a property on the `Request` that caused this event to execute. For example, `CreateRequest` has a property named `Target`, so you would find a value in `InputParameters` with a key of "Target".

- **InvocationSource property**  The `InvocationSource` property is an integer value that you can use to determine whether the current plug-in is running in a child pipeline. Table 5-1 lists the valid values as defined by the `MessageInvocationSource` class.

### Tip

When accessing the values in `InputParameters`, you should use the `ParameterNames` static class, instead of typing keys, to avoid run-time errors caused by typos.

```csharp
if (context.InputParameters.Contains(PropertyName.Target))
{
    DynamicEntity target = (DynamicEntity)
        context.InputParameters[PropertyName.Target];
    // ...
}
```

- **IsExecutingInOfflineMode property**  You can register plug-ins to run offline with Microsoft CRM for Outlook with Offline Access. If a plug-in is running in such a state,
this Boolean property is set to true. See Chapter 10 for more information on offline plug-ins.

- **MessageName property**  
  *MessageName* is a string property that allows the current plug-in to know the name of the message that is being executed (*Create*, *Update*, *Assign*, and so on).

- **Mode property**  
  *Mode* is an integer property that you can use to determine whether the plug-in is executing synchronously or asynchronously. The valid values are from the *MessageProcessingMode* class, as listed in Table 5-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Specifies asynchronous processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Specifies synchronous processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **OrganizationId** and **OrganizationName** properties  
  These properties contain information about the organization that the current entity belongs to and that the current pipeline is executing within.

  **Caution**  
  The initial release of Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 had a bug that caused the friendly organization name to be passed into the plug-in execution context instead of the actual name. When you create an organization, these two values are the same by default, but if they are different you can run into issues quickly. The main problem is that when you use the *CreateCrmService* method, an invalid organization is specified for the *ICrmService* proxy and any calls you make with it result in an unauthorized exception. At the time this book went to press, Microsoft was aware of the defect and was implementing a fix, but until the fix is released you can just keep the organization name and the friendly name identical.

- **OutputParameters** property  
  Similar to the *InputParameters* property, this property is an instance of a *PropertyBag*. The values in the *OutputParameters* property correspond with the properties on the *Response* for the message being executed. For example, a *CreateResponse* has an *Id* property, so a post-event plug-in could expect the corresponding value in the *OutputParameters* property using a key value of “Id”.

  **Tip**  
  Using the static *ParameterNames* class instead of string keys is encouraged so that you'll discover errors at compile time instead of at run time.

  ```csharp
  // Getting the entity id in a Post-Event for a Create message
  Guid contactId = (Guid)context.OutputParameters[ParameterName.Id];
  ```

- **ParentContext** property  
  *ParentContext* is another instance of *IPluginExecutionContext*. If the current plug-in is executing in a child pipeline,
ParentContext will contain the context of the parent pipeline; otherwise, ParentContext will be null.

- **PreEntityImages and PostEntityImages properties**  
  PreEntityImages and PostEntityImages are both PropertyBag properties. When registering a plug-in, you can specify for certain messages that you want a snapshot of the entity before or after the core operation has completed. You also specify the alias you would like to give that snapshot. Those snapshots, or images, show up in these two collections with the alias as the key. PreEntityImages contains the images from before the core operation, and PostEntityImages contains the images from after the core operation.

- **PrimaryEntityName property**  
  PrimaryEntityName is a string property that contains the name of the primary entity for which the pipeline is executing.

- **SecondaryEntityName property**  
  SecondaryEntityName is a string property that contains the name of the secondary entity for which the pipeline is executing, if one exists. A majority of the messages deal with a single entity, so this property will almost always be set to “none”. However some messages, like SetRelated, refer to two entities. In this case, you can use SecondaryEntityName to find out the type of the second entity.

- **SharedVariables property**  
  SharedVariables is a PropertyBag property that is meant to be used by plug-in developers to pass information between plug-ins. Using SharedVariables, a pre-event plug-in can pass along information to a post-event plug-in. Another potential use is to look up data in a parent pipeline step and then later access it in a child pipeline through the child’s ParentContext property’s SharedVariables property.

- **Stage property**  
  Stage is an integer property that a plug-in can use to determine whether it is running as a pre-event or a post-event plug-in. The valid values are from the MessageProcessingStage class, as listed in Table 5-3.

**TABLE 5-3 MessageProcessingStage Values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AfterMainOperationOutsideTransaction</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Specifies to process after the main operation, outside the transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeforeMainOperationOutsideTransaction</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Specifies to process before the main operation, outside the transaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**More Info**  
There are, in fact, three other values for Stage, but they are for internal use only by Microsoft Dynamics CRM and you will receive an error if you try to register your plug-in to run in one of these stages. Just in case you run into one of these values while trying to debug an issue, they are BeforeMainOperationInsideTransaction (20), MainOperation (30), and AfterMainOperationInsideTransaction (40).
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- **UserId property**  
  UserId is a Guid property that represents the user that the plug-in is running as for any CrmService calls. This value is typically the user that initiated the event, but if a plug-in is registered to impersonate another user, this value contains the impersonated user’s ID. See the InitiatingUserId property for more information.

- **CreateCrmService method**  
  This is an overloaded method that you can use to create an instance of an ICrmService interface that has the same methods as the CrmService class, which is explained in detail in Chapter 3. The arguments control impersonation within the plug-in and are explored in more depth in the “Impersonation” section later in this chapter.

- **CreateMetadataService method**  
  You use the CreateMetadataService method to get an instance of the IMetadataService interface that has the same methods as the MetadataService class, which is explained in detail in Chapter 3. The method accepts a single Boolean named useCurrentUserId and is used for impersonation within the plug-in. See the next section, “Impersonation,” for more details.

**Impersonation**

Impersonation in Microsoft Dynamics CRM occurs when a CrmService or MetadataService call is made on behalf of another user. Plug-ins have two options for impersonation. First, they can be registered to impersonate a specific user by default. Second, they can specify a user ID to impersonate on the fly during execution.

Important  
Plug-in impersonation does not work offline. Actions offline are always taken by the logged-on user.

**Impersonation During Registration**

When you register a plug-in, you can specify an impersonatinguserid value. In this situation, any calls to the IPluginExecutionContext interface’s CreateCrmService or CreateMetadataService methods with a value of true for the useCurrentUser argument result in a service that is impersonating the user specified at registration. Passing false for the useCurrentUser argument results in a service that is executing as the “system” user. In addition, the IPluginExecutionContext interface’s UserId property contains the user ID specified during registration.
Impersonation During Execution

A plug-in’s second option for impersonation is to specify a user ID when calling the `IPluginExecutionContext` interface’s `CreateCrmService` method. This allows the plug-in to determine on the fly which user to impersonate, possibly pulling a value from a registry setting or configuration file.

**Best Practices**

You may be wondering which method of impersonation you should use. Unless you know that you need to impersonate another user, you should simply pass in `true` to the `useCurrentUser` argument and create service instances that will behave as determined by the plug-in registration. Most often, plug-ins will be registered without an `impersonatinguserid` specified and you will run as the user that initiated the event. If at a later point it is determined that you need a plug-in to run with impersonation, you can change the plug-in step without needing to recompile the plug-in assembly. Avoid passing in `false` for `useCurrentUser` unless you need to because this value means that calls into the `CrmService` effectively run as an administrator, possibly elevating the privilege of the user who caused the plug-in to execute.

Exception Handling

We frequently receive questions regarding exceptions when writing plug-ins. How are exceptions handled? Should all inner exceptions be handled by the plug-in? Does Microsoft Dynamics CRM automatically log exceptions? What does an end user see when an exception goes unhandled? Fortunately these questions have fairly straightforward answers, as detailed in the following sections.

Exceptions and the Event Processing Pipeline

The impact of an unhandled exception within a plug-in on the event processing pipeline is fairly intuitive. If you registered your plug-in as a pre-event plug-in and it throws an exception or lets an exception go unhandled, no further plug-ins will execute and the core operation will not occur. If you registered your plug-in as a post-event and it throws an exception, no further plug-ins will execute, and since the core operation already occurred Microsoft Dynamics CRM will not roll it back. However, if the plug-in is executing in a child pipeline, an unhandled exception results in the parent pipeline’s core operation being rolled back.

Exception Feedback

Microsoft Dynamics CRM logs all unhandled exceptions in the Event Viewer on the server where they occurred. In addition, if the exception generating event was initiated by the user through the Microsoft Dynamics CRM user interface, the user is presented with an error.
message. To control the message that the user sees, you should throw an *InvalidPluginExecution-Exception*. In this case, the *Message* property for the exception is displayed. If you let an exception of another type go unhandled, a generic error message may be used.

**Deployment**

At the beginning of the chapter we briefly touched on one of the tools used to deploy plug-ins. In this section we’ll take a deeper look at what happens during plug-in registration and how you can write your own registration tools.

**Plug-in Entities**

Microsoft Dynamics CRM stores plug-in information in a series of entities as listed in Table 5-4.

**TABLE 5-4 Plug-in Entities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pluginassembly</td>
<td>Represents the registered plug-in assembly. Can have multiple <em>plugintype</em> entities associated with it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plugintype</td>
<td>Represents the class in the plug-in assembly that implements <em>IPlugin</em>. Can have multiple steps associated with it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdkmessageprocessingstep</td>
<td>Represents a step in the event execution pipeline when a plug-in type should be executed. Can have multiple <em>sdkmessageprocessingimage</em> entities and multiple <em>sdkmessageprocessingstepsecureconfig</em> entities associated with it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdkmessageprocessingstepimage</td>
<td>Represents the definition of which types of images should be provided to a plug-in for a particular step. Images are essentially snapshots of the entity before or after the core operation has taken place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdkmessageprocessingstepsecureconfig</td>
<td>Represents secure configuration information for a particular plug-in step. Passed to the plug-in constructor if provided.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Programmatic Plug-in Registration**

You can register and deploy plug-ins programmatically through the API, which allows you to implement your own deployment tools without a lot of code. To demonstrate this, we will implement a plug-in registration tool that uses custom .NET attributes to specify how to register our plug-ins. This approach offers the benefit of letting the developer implement the plug-in to specify its use as he codes it.

Because both the plug-in assembly and our installation tool reference our custom .NET attributes, we need to put them in their own class library. Follow these steps to add the project to our existing solution.
Adding the custom attribute project

1. On the File Menu, select Add and then click New Project.

2. In the New Project dialog box, select the Visual C# project type targeting the .NET Framework 3.0, and then select the Class Library template.

3. Type the name `ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes` in the Name box, and then click OK.

4. Delete the default Class.cs file.

5. Right-click the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes project in Solution Explorer and then click Properties.

6. On the Signing tab, select the Sign The Assembly box and select <New...> from the drop-down list below it.

7. Type the key file name `ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes` and then clear the Protect My Key File With A Password check box. Click OK.

8. Close the project properties window.

Adding the PluginStepAttribute class

Next we need to define the custom attribute class.


2. Type `PluginStepAttribute.cs` in the Name box and click Add.

Listing 5-2 shows the full source code for the `PluginStepAttribute` class.

**LISTING 5-2** `PluginStepAttribute` source code

```csharp
using System;

namespace ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes
{
    [AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class, AllowMultiple=true)]
    public class PluginStepAttribute: Attribute
    {
        public PluginStepAttribute(string message, PluginStepStage stage)
        {
            this.Message = message;
            this.Stage = stage;
        }

        public PluginStepStage Stage { get; private set; }
        public string Message { get; private set; }
        public string PrimaryEntityName { get; set; }
    }
```
Custom attributes like the one we have defined here allow us to embed extra information into our compiled types and assemblies. We can use this attribute to attach information about our plug-in registration to the plug-in class itself. The following example demonstrates how this attribute might be applied to a plug-in class.

```csharp
[PluginStep("Update", PluginStepStage.PreEvent, PrimaryEntityName = "account")]
public class MyPluginClass: IPlugin
{
    ...
}
```

Notice that even though the class name is `PluginStepAttribute`, we can omit the trailing `Attribute`—which is just a shortcut supplied by .NET—when applying it to a class. Also worth noticing is that we’ve exposed some of the arguments as constructor arguments and others as public properties. In general, when you work with custom attributes you want to make anything required a constructor argument and anything optional a public property. You might argue that `PrimaryEntityName` should have been in the list of required attributes, but you can register for a few messages that do not have an entity associated with them.

If you have a sharp eye, you probably noticed that we still need to define the types for a few properties in `PluginStepAttribute`. These four types are all defined as enums so that you will receive IntelliSense in Visual Studio 2008 when you apply this attribute to a plug-in class. The enums are defined as shown in Listing 5-3.

LISTING 5-3 Enum type definitions

```csharp
namespace ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes
{
    public enum PluginStepInvocationSource
    {
        ParentPipeline = 0,
        ChildPipeline = 1,
    }

    public enum PluginStepMode
    {
        Synchronous = 0,
        ...}
You can place these definitions in their own files or just after the PluginStepAttribute class in PluginStepAttribute.cs.

Now we should be able to go back to our original ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins project and add a reference to our new attributes project.

**Adding a reference to the attributes project**

1. Right-click the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins project in Solution Explorer and then click Add Reference.


Now we can add our attribute to the AccountNumberValidator plug-in. You will need to add the following using statement at the top of AccountNumberValidator.cs:

```csharp
using ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes;
```

Then you can add the following two attributes to the class definition:

```csharp
[PluginStep("Create", PluginStepStage.PreEvent, PrimaryEntityName = "account", FilteringAttributes = "accountnumber")
[PluginStep("Update", PluginStepStage.PreEvent, PrimaryEntityName = "account", FilteringAttributes = "accountnumber")]
```

```csharp
public class AccountNumberValidator: IPlugin
{
    ...
}
```

At this point, the only remaining step is creating the actual tool to register the plug-in.
Creating the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy project

1. On the File Menu, select Add and then click New Project.

2. In the New Project dialog box, select the Visual C# project type targeting the .NET Framework 3.0 and then select the Console Application template.

3. Type the name **ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy** in the Name box and click OK.

4. Right-click the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy project in Solution Explorer and then click Add Reference.

5. On the Browse tab, navigate to the CRM SDK’s bin folder and select microsoft.crm.sdk.dll and microsoft.crm.sdktypeproxy.dll. Click OK.

6. Right-click the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy project in Solution Explorer and then click Add Reference.


8. Right-click the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy project in Solution Explorer and then click Add Reference.


Now we can proceed to the **Main** method. Replace the generated code in Program.cs with the code shown in Listing 5-4.

**LISTING 5-4** PluginDeploy’s **Main** method

```csharp
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Configuration;
using System.IO;
using System.Net;
using System.Reflection;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Query;
using Microsoft.Crm.SdkTypeProxy;
using ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes;

namespace ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy
{
    static void Main(string[] args)
    {
        if (args.Length != 3)
        {
            string exeName = Path.GetFileName(Environment.GetCommandLineArgs()[0]);
```
Console.WriteLine(  
    "Usage: {0} <pluginAssembly> <crmServerUrl> <organizationName>",  
    exeName);  
    Environment.Exit(1);  
}

try  
{  
    string pluginAssemblyPath = args[0];  
    string crmServer = args[1];  
    string organizationName = args[2];  
    
    DeployPlugin(pluginAssemblyPath, crmServer, organizationName);  
}  
catch (SoapException e)  
{  
    Console.WriteLine(e.Detail.InnerText);  
}  
catch (Exception e)  
{  
    Console.WriteLine(e.Message);  
}

The Main method doesn’t do much more than look for simple usage errors and display unhandled exceptions to the user. All of the real work is left to the DeployPlugin method, which is shown in Listing 5-5.

LISTING 5-5 The DeployPlugin method

private static void DeployPlugin(  
    string pluginAssemblyPath,  
    string crmServer,  
    string organizationName)  
{  
    Console.WriteLine("Initializing CrmService... ");  
    CrmService crmService = CreateCrmService(crmServer, organizationName);  
    Console.WriteLine("Complete");  
    
    pluginassembly pluginAssembly = LoadPluginAssembly(pluginAssemblyPath);  
    
    UnregisterExistingSolution(crmService, pluginAssembly.name);  
    
    SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration[] steps =  
        LoadPluginSteps(pluginAssemblyPath);  
    
    RegisterSolution(crmService, pluginAssembly, steps);  
}
The first thing *DeployPlugin* does is create an instance of the *CrmService*. *CreateCrmService* is a helper method that creates a *CrmService* in a fairly straightforward way. Listing 5-6 shows the implementation of *CreateCrmService*.

**LISTING 5-6** The *CreateCrmService* method

```csharp
private static CrmService CreateCrmService(
    string crmServer, string organizationName)
{
    UriBuilder crmServerUri = new UriBuilder(crmServer);
    crmServerUri.Path = "/MSCRMServices/2007/CrmService.asmx"
;

    string userName = ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["crmUserName"];
    string password = ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["crmPassword"];
    string domain = ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["crmDomain"];

    CrmService crmService = new CrmService();
    if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(userName))
    {
        crmService.UseDefaultCredentials = true;
    }
    else
    {
        crmService.Credentials = new NetworkCredential(userName, password, domain);
    }

    crmService.Url = crmServerUri.ToString();
    crmService.CrmAuthenticationTokenValue = new CrmAuthenticationToken();
    crmService.CrmAuthenticationTokenValue.AuthenticationType = AuthenticationType.AD;
    crmService.CrmAuthenticationTokenValue.OrganizationName = organizationName;

    return crmService;
}
```

*CreateCrmService* checks in the application configuration file to see whether any credentials are specified to use when communicating with Microsoft Dynamics CRM. If it does not find any, it uses the credentials of the user that started the process.

After *DeployPlugin* acquires a *CrmService*, it calls *LoadPluginAssembly* to load an instance of the *pluginassembly* class from the plug-in DLL. The source for *LoadPluginAssembly* is shown in Listing 5-7.

**LISTING 5-7** The *LoadPluginAssembly* method

```csharp
private static pluginassembly LoadPluginAssembly(string pluginAssemblyPath)
{
    Assembly assembly = Assembly.LoadFile(pluginAssemblyPath);
    pluginassembly pluginAssembly = new pluginassembly();
    pluginAssembly.name = assembly.GetName().Name;
    pluginAssembly.sourcetype = new Picklist(AssemblySourceType.Database);
    pluginAssembly.culture = assembly.GetName().CultureInfo.ToString();
```
pluginAssembly.version = assembly.GetName().Version.ToString();

if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(pluginAssembly.culture))
{
    pluginAssembly.culture = "neutral";
}

byte[] publicKeyToken = assembly.GetName().GetPublicKeyToken();
StringBuilder tokenBuilder = new StringBuilder();
foreach (byte b in publicKeyToken)
{
    tokenBuilder.Append(b.ToString("x").PadLeft(2, '0'));
}
pluginAssembly.publickeytoken = tokenBuilder.ToString();

pluginAssembly.content = Convert.ToBase64String(
    File.ReadAllBytes(pluginAssemblyPath));
return pluginAssembly;
}

Most of the `pluginassembly` class's properties are populated using reflection on the assembly after it is loaded. The `publickeytoken` property is a little bit more work because we need to convert the byte array to a hexadecimal string. The `content` property is a Base64-formatted string that contains the raw bytes from the assembly DLL. Also note that we have just hard-coded `sourcetype` to be a database deployment.

After `PluginDeploy` receives `pluginassembly`, it calls `UnregisterExistingSolution` to make sure that no pre-existing version of this assembly is registered on the CRM server. The `UnregisterExistingSolution` source code is shown in Listing 5-8.

**LISTING 5-8** The UnregisterExistingSolution method

```csharp
private static void UnregisterExistingSolution(
    CrmService crmService,
    string assemblyName)
{
    QueryByAttribute query = new QueryByAttribute();
    query.EntityName = EntityName.pluginassembly.ToString();
    query.ColumnSet = new ColumnSet(new string[] { "pluginassemblyid" });
    query.Attributes = new string[] { "name" };
    query.Values = new object[] { assemblyName };

    RetrieveMultipleRequest request = new RetrieveMultipleRequest();
    request.Query = query;

    RetrieveMultipleResponse response;
    Console.Write("Searching for existing solution... ");
    response = (RetrieveMultipleResponse)crmService.Execute(request);
    Console.WriteLine("Complete");
```
if (response.BusinessEntityCollection.BusinessEntities.Count > 0)
{
    pluginassembly pluginAssembly = (pluginassembly)
        response.BusinessEntityCollection.BusinessEntities[0];
    Console.Write("Unregistering existing solution {0}... ",
        pluginAssembly.pluginassemblyid.Value);

    UnregisterSolutionRequest unregisterRequest =
        new UnregisterSolutionRequest();
    unregisterRequest.PluginAssemblyId = pluginAssembly.pluginassemblyid.Value;
    crmService.Execute(unregisterRequest);
    Console.WriteLine("Complete");
}

The UnregisterExistingSolution method starts by querying CrmService to see whether any
pluginassembly entities are already registered with the same name. If it finds one, it executes
an UnregisterSolutionRequest, passing in the Guid of the assembly that was determined to be
a match.

DeployPlugin is now ready to use our custom attribute and create an array of
SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration instances. SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration
is a part of the Microsoft.Crm.Sdk namespace and is used to simplify the registration of
plug-ins. Listing 5-9 shows the source code for LoadPluginSteps.

LISTING 5-9 The LoadPluginSteps method

private static SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration[] LoadPluginSteps(string
    pluginAssemblyPath)
{
    List<SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration> steps =
        new List<SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration>();

    Assembly assembly = Assembly.LoadFile(pluginAssemblyPath);
    foreach (Type pluginType in assembly.GetTypes())
    {
        if (typeof(IPlugin).IsAssignableFrom(pluginType) && !pluginType.IsAbstract)
        {
            object[] stepAttributes =
                pluginType.GetCustomAttributes(typeof(PluginStepAttribute), false);

            foreach (PluginStepAttribute stepAttribute in stepAttributes)
            {
                steps.Add(CreateStepFromAttribute(pluginType, stepAttribute));
            }
        }
    }
    return steps.ToArray();
}
LoadPluginSteps loads the assembly from the disk and then uses reflection to iterate through all the types defined in the assembly. If it finds a concrete implementation of IPlugin, it determines whether our PluginStepAttribute is associated with that type. For each PluginStepAttribute associated with the plugin type, it calls CreateStepFromAttribute to create an instance of SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration. The CreateStepFromAttribute source code is shown in Listing 5-10.

LISTING 5-10 The CreateStepFromAttribute method

```csharp
private static SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration CreateStepFromAttribute(
    Type pluginType,
    PluginStepAttribute stepAttribute)
{
    SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration step =
        new SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration();
    step.Description = stepAttribute.Description;
    step.FilteringAttributes = stepAttribute.FilteringAttributes;
    step.InvocationSource = (int)stepAttribute.InvocationSource;
    step.MessageName = stepAttribute.Message;
    step.Mode = (int)stepAttribute.Mode;
    step.PluginTypeName = pluginType.FullName;
    step.PluginTypeFriendlyName = pluginType.FullName;
    step.PrimaryEntityName = stepAttribute.PrimaryEntityName;
    step.SecondaryEntityName = stepAttribute.SecondaryEntityName;
    step.Stage = (int)stepAttribute.Stage;
    step.SupportedDeployment = (int)stepAttribute.SupportedDeployment;

    if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(step.Description))
    {
        step.Description = String.Format("{0} {1} {2}",
            step.PrimaryEntityName, step.MessageName, stepAttribute.Stage);
    }

    return step;
}
```

Almost all the SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration values are assigned directly from corresponding values on our PluginStepAttribute class. The PluginTypeName property comes from the actual plug-in type (and we use that for the PluginTypeFriendlyName too). If no Description is provided, we derive one from the PrimaryEntityName, MessageName, and Stage properties.

Finally, DeployPlugin is ready to send all this information over to the CRM server. RegisterSolution is called, passing our previously loaded pluginassembly and our newly initialized array of SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistrations. The RegisterSolution source code is shown in Listing 5-11.
LISTING 5-11 The RegisterSolution method

```csharp
private static void RegisterSolution(CrmService crmService, pluginassembly pluginAssembly, SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration[] steps)
{
    RegisterSolutionRequest registerRequest = new RegisterSolutionRequest();
    registerRequest.PluginAssembly = pluginAssembly;
    registerRequest.Steps = steps;
    Console.Write("Registering solution... ");
    crmService.Execute(registerRequest);
    Console.WriteLine("Complete");
}
```

RegisterSolution is a straightforward method that simply creates a RegisterSolutionRequest and executes it with the CrmService.

At this point you should be able to compile the solution and use ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy.exe to deploy ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins to your CRM server. The command line used to deploy a plug-in is:

```
ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy.exe <pathToAssembly> <crmServerUrl> <organizationName>
```

Images

One concept that our previous example did not touch on is the ability to request entity images during registration. An image is essentially a snapshot of an entity and it can be taken either before or after the core operation is performed. Images allow a plug-in access to attribute values that would otherwise not be available. For example, an audit log plug-in could be provided with an image that contains the original attribute values for an entity that has just been modified. Using this image, the plug-in could record both the new and old attribute values in a log. Another example of using images would be a plug-in that needs to keep a calculated value on a parent entity up to date. When the child entity is associated with a new parent, a plug-in can use a pre-image to retrieve the previous parent and ensure that both the new and the old parent are kept up to date.

We refer to images that are taken before the core operation as pre-images and images taken after the core operation as post-images. These images are then passed to a plug-in through the IPluginExecutionContext interface's PreEntityImages and PostEntityImages properties.

When your plug-in requires an image, you need to specify the type of image and the name of the message property that contains the entity you want an image of. In addition, not all messages can produce images. Table 5-5 lists all supported messages and their corresponding message property names.
## TABLE 5-5 Messages That Support Images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Message Property Name</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assign</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create</td>
<td>Id</td>
<td>Does not support pre-images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Does not support post-images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeliverIncoming</td>
<td>EmailId</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeliverPromote</td>
<td>EmailId</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>SubordinateId</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send</td>
<td>EmailId</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetState</td>
<td>EntityMoniker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetStateDynamicEntity</td>
<td>EntityMoniker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Programmatic Image Registration

To add image support to ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy, we need an additional attribute class. Using the steps outlined earlier, add a new class to the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes project named `PluginImageAttribute`. The source code for this class is shown in listing 5-12.

### LISTING 5-12 PluginImageAttribute source code

```csharp
using System;

namespace ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes
{
    [AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class, AllowMultiple=true)]
    public class PluginImageAttribute: Attribute
    {
        public PluginImageAttribute(
            ImageType imageType,
            string stepId,
            string messagePropertyName,
            string entityAlias)
        {
            this.ImageType = imageType;
            this.StepId = stepId;
            this.MessagePropertyName = messagePropertyName;
            this.EntityAlias = entityAlias;
        }

        public ImageType ImageType { get; private set; }
        public string StepId { get; private set; }
    }
}
All the properties except Attributes are required for PluginImageAttribute, so they are all passed in to the constructor. If no attributes are specified for an image, it is populated with all of the entity’s attributes that have values.

One property that might not have a readily apparent use is StepId. Because an image is associated with a particular step and we can have multiple steps per plug-in, we need a way to tie the two attributes together. To do this, we assign a unique value to the StepId property on both the PluginStepAttribute and PluginImageAttribute classes. We need to modify the PluginStepAttribute class to include the following new property:

```csharp
public string StepId { get; set; }
```

Notice that StepId is optional on the PluginStepAttribute class because it is only needed if the developer wants to specify an image for that step.

Now a developer can register for an image on her plug-in class by using two attributes together:

```csharp
[PluginStep("Update", PluginStepStage.PreEvent, PrimaryEntityName = "account", StepId="AccountPreUpdate")]
[PluginImage(ImageType.PreImage, "AccountPreUpdate", "Target", "Account")]
public class MyPlugin: IPlugin
{
    ...
}
```

Notice that the StepId for this example is arbitrarily set to AccountPreUpdate. It doesn’t matter what value you use as long as the values for the step and the image match.

Finally, we need to modify our console application to use the new PluginImageAttribute type. We need to insert the code from Listing 5-13 into the CreateStepFromAttribute method just before the return statement.
LISTING 5-13 Modifications to the CreateStepFromAttribute method

```csharp
if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(stepAttribute.StepId))
{
    List<SdkMessageProcessingStepImageRegistration> images =
        new List<SdkMessageProcessingStepImageRegistration>();
    object[] imageAttributes = pluginType.GetCustomAttributes(
        typeof(PluginImageAttribute), false);

    foreach (PluginImageAttribute imageAttribute in imageAttributes)
    {
        if (imageAttribute.StepId == stepAttribute.StepId)
        {
            images.Add(CreateImageFromAttribute(imageAttribute));
        }
    }

    if (images.Count > 0)
    {
        step.Images = images.ToArray();
    }
}
```

This change checks whether the current step attribute has a step ID assigned. If it does, the method looks for image attributes on the plugin type. If it finds any image attributes, it calls the CreateImageFromAttribute method, which is shown in Listing 5-14.

LISTING 5-14 The CreateImageFromAttribute method

```csharp
private static SdkMessageProcessingStepImageRegistration
    CreateImageFromAttribute(PluginImageAttribute imageAttribute)
{
    SdkMessageProcessingStepImageRegistration image =
        new SdkMessageProcessingStepImageRegistration();

    if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(imageAttribute.Attributes))
    {
        image.Attributes = imageAttribute.Attributes.Split(',');
    }

    image.EntityAlias = imageAttribute.EntityAlias;
    image.ImageType = (int)imageAttribute.ImageType;
    image.MessagePropertyName = imageAttribute.MessagePropertyName;

    return image;
}
```

CreateImageFromAttribute creates a new instance of the SdkMessageProcessingStepImageRegistration class and populates it from the image attribute. The appropriate images are assigned back to the step's Images property and are automatically registered when the call to RegisterSolution is made.
The final code for Program.cs is shown in Listing 5-15.

**LISTING 5-15** Source code for ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy's Program.cs

```csharp
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Configuration;
using System.IO;
using System.Net;
using System.Reflection;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Query;
using Microsoft.Crm.SdkTypeProxy;
using ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes;

namespace ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginDeploy
{
    class Program
    {
        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            if (args.Length != 3)
            {
                string exeName = Path.GetFileName(
                    Environment.GetCommandLineArgs()[0]);
                Console.WriteLine(
                    "Usage: {0} <pluginAssembly> <crmServerUrl> <organizationName>",
                    exeName);
                Environment.Exit(1);
            }
            try
            {
                string pluginAssemblyPath = args[0];
                string crmServer = args[1];
                string organizationName = args[2];

                DeployPlugin(pluginAssemblyPath, crmServer, organizationName);
            }
            catch (SoapException e)
            {
                Console.WriteLine(e.Detail.InnerText);
            }
            catch (Exception e)
            {
                Console.WriteLine(e.Message);
            }
        }
    }

    private static void DeployPlugin(
        string pluginAssemblyPath,
        string crmServer,
        string organizationName)
```
private static pluginassembly LoadPluginAssembly(string pluginAssemblyPath)
{
    Assembly assembly = Assembly.LoadFile(pluginAssemblyPath);
    pluginassembly pluginAssembly = new pluginassembly();
    pluginAssembly.name = assembly.GetName().Name;
    pluginAssembly.sourcetype = new Picklist(AssemblySourceType.Database);
    pluginAssembly.version = assembly.GetName().Version.ToString();
    pluginAssembly.culture = assembly.GetName().CultureInfo.ToString();
    byte[] publicKeyToken = assembly.GetName().GetPublicKeyToken();
    StringBuilder tokenBuilder = new StringBuilder();
    foreach (byte b in publicKeyToken)
    {
        tokenBuilder.Append(b.ToString("x").PadLeft(2, '0'));
    }
    pluginAssembly.publickeytoken = tokenBuilder.ToString();
    pluginAssembly.content = Convert.ToBase64String(File.ReadAllBytes(pluginAssemblyPath));
    return pluginAssembly;
}

private static void UnregisterExistingSolution(
    CrmService crmService,
    string assemblyName)
{
    QueryByAttribute query = new QueryByAttribute();
    query.EntityName = EntityName.pluginassembly.ToString();
    query.Attributes = new string[] { "name" ];
    query.ColumnSet = new ColumnSet(new string[] { "pluginassemblyid" });
    query.Values = new object[] { assemblyName };
RetrieveMultipleRequest request = new RetrieveMultipleRequest();
request.Query = query;

RetrieveMultipleResponse response;
Console.WriteLine("Searching for existing solution...");
response = (RetrieveMultipleResponse)crmService.Execute(request);
Console.WriteLine("Complete");

if (response.BusinessEntityCollection.BusinessEntities.Count > 0)
{
    pluginAssembly pluginAssembly = (pluginAssembly)
        response.BusinessEntityCollection.BusinessEntities[0];
    Console.WriteLine("Unregistering existing solution {0}...",
        pluginAssembly.pluginassemblyid.Value);

    UnregisterSolutionRequest unregisterRequest =
        new UnregisterSolutionRequest();
    unregisterRequest.PluginAssemblyId =
        pluginAssembly.pluginassemblyid.Value;
    crmService.Execute(unregisterRequest);
    Console.WriteLine("Complete");
}

private static SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration[] LoadPluginSteps(
    string pluginAssemblyPath)
{
    List<SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration> steps =
        new List<SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration>();

    Assembly assembly = Assembly.LoadFile(pluginAssemblyPath);
    foreach (Type pluginType in assembly.GetTypes())
    {
        if (typeof(IPlugin).IsAssignableFrom(pluginType) && !pluginType.IsAbstract)
        {
            object[] stepAttributes = pluginType.GetCustomAttributes(
                typeof(PluginStepAttribute), false);
            foreach (PluginStepAttribute stepAttribute in stepAttributes)
            {
                steps.Add(CreateStepFromAttribute(pluginType, stepAttribute));
            }
        }
    }

    return steps.ToArray();
}

private static SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration CreateStepFromAttribute(
    Type pluginType,
    PluginStepAttribute stepAttribute)
private static SdkMessageProcessingStepImageRegistration CreateImageFromAttribute(PluginImageAttribute imageAttribute)
{
    SdkMessageProcessingStepImageRegistration image = new SdkMessageProcessingStepImageRegistration();
    
    if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(imageAttribute.Attributes))
    {
        image.Attributes = imageAttribute.Attributes.Split(',');
        
        foreach (PluginImageAttribute imageAttribute in imageAttributes)
        {
            if (imageAttribute.StepId == stepAttribute.StepId)
            {
                images.Add(CreateImageFromAttribute(imageAttribute));
            }
        }
    }

    if (images.Count > 0)
    {
        step.Images = images.ToArray();
    }

    return step;
}
image.EntityAlias = imageAttribute.EntityAlias;
image.ImageType = (int)imageAttribute.ImageType;
image.MessagePropertyname = imageAttribute.MessagePropertyName;

return image;
}

private static void RegisterSolution(
CrmService crmService,
pluginassembly pluginAssembly,
SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration[] steps)
{
RegisterSolutionRequest registerRequest = new RegisterSolutionRequest();
registerRequest.PluginAssembly = pluginAssembly;
registerRequest.Steps = steps;
Console.WriteLine("Registering solution... ");
crmService.Execute(registerRequest);
Console.WriteLine("Complete");
}

private static CrmService CreateCrmService(
CrmService crmService,
string crmServer,
string organizationName)
{
UriBuilder crmServerUri = new UriBuilder(crmServer);
crmServerUri.Path = "/MSCRMServices/2007/CrmService.asmx";

string userName = ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["crmUserName"];
string password = ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["crmPassword"];
string domain = ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["crmDomain"];

CrmService crmService = new CrmService();
if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(userName))
{
    crmService.UseDefaultCredentials = true;
}
else
{
    crmService.Credentials = new NetworkCredential(
        userName, password, domain);
}

crmService.Url = crmServerUri.ToString();
crmService.CrmAuthenticationTokenValue = new CrmAuthenticationToken();
crmService.CrmAuthenticationTokenValue.AuthenticationType =
    AuthenticationType.AD;
crmService.CrmAuthenticationTokenValue.OrganizationName =
    organizationName;

return crmService;
Custom Configuration

We have not yet touched on one entity tied to plug-in registration: `sdkmessageprocessing-stepsecureconfig`. You use this entity to pass a step-specific configuration value to the plug-in. The data in these entities is secure because only users with high security roles (for example, System Administrator or System Customizer) have permission to read these entities; therefore, you can safely use them to store sensitive information such as database connection strings. If you don’t need the security, you can also specify a value to the `sdkmessageprocessing-step` class’s `configuration` property. In our previous example you would specify the value to the `CustomConfiguration` property on the `SdkMessageProcessingStepRegistration` class.

For a plug-in to get the custom configuration value that you registered it with it must implement a constructor that takes one or two string arguments. If the version that takes two arguments exists, it will be called with the nonsecure configuration and the secure configuration as the two values. If the single argument version is implemented, it will be called with the nonsecure configuration value. Listing 5-16 shows an example of the two argument version.

**Listing 5-16** A plug-in constructor accepting custom configuration values

```csharp
public class MyPlugin: IPlugin
{
    private string _connectionString;
    private Guid _defaultAccount;

    public MyPlugin(string unsecureConfig, string secureConfig)
    {
        if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(unsecureConfig))
        {
            _defaultAccount = new Guid(unsecureConfig);
        }
        _connectionString = secureConfig;
    }

    ...
}
```

Deploying Referenced Assemblies

Frequently a plug-in includes dependencies on other assemblies. If those assemblies are not a part of the .NET Framework or the CRM SDK, you need to consider how to deploy them. The simplest option is to deploy them into the GAC on the CRM server. Depending on how frequently those referenced assemblies change, keeping the server’s GAC up to date can be a hassle. The GAC is not easily maintained remotely, and you usually end up using Remote Desktop or something equivalent to manually copy the files into the GAC.
Tip You might recall the reference to our custom attribute class library that we added to our plug-in assembly. Because the plug-in does not reference any of the classes in the custom attribute assembly at run time, you don’t need to deploy the custom attribute DLL to the Microsoft Dynamics CRM server at all!

An alternative is to use a tool called ILMerge. You use ILMerge to combine multiple .NET assemblies into a single one. This allows you to merge your plug-in DLL with any of the DLLs it references and then deploy the single DLL to the CRM database. We frequently create a post-build step on our plug-in class library project to merge the output with the dependencies.

To add a post-build step in Visual Studio, right-click the project in Solution Explorer and select Properties. Then click the Build Events tab. You can then enter command-line commands into the post-build event command line.

Here is an example of what the post-build command line might look like:

```
if not exist PreMerge mkdir PreMerge
del /Q PreMerge\*."
move ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.dll PreMerge
move ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.pdb PreMerge
move <referencedDll> PreMerge
$(SolutionDir)Tools\ILMerge.exe /keyfile:$(ProjectDir)
ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.snk /lib:PreMerge /out:
<referencedDll>
```

In this example, we want the final DLL to be in the same folder and have the same name as the original DLL, so we create a subfolder called PreMerge within the output folder. We then proceed to copy the recently compiled DLL and its dependencies into the PreMerge folder. Notice that we do not include Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.dll or Microsoft.Crm.SdkTypeProxy.dll. Because those files will be on the server, we do not need to merge them into our DLL. The final step is to execute ILMerge.exe specifying the keyfile to use to sign the assembly, the folder where it can find the DLLs to include, the name of the output file, and the list of DLLs to include in the merge.

More Info For more information on ILMerge, see http://research.microsoft.com/~mbarnett/ILMerge.aspx.
Debugging Plug-ins

The first thing you will probably do after deploying a plug-in is attempt to execute it to see whether it works. If you are greeted with a vague error message, you can check the Event Viewer on the CRM server for more information, but eventually you will find that you need more information, especially for more advanced plug-ins. Remote debugging and logging are two common techniques used to chase down errors in plug-ins.

Remote Debugging

By far the most powerful option, remote debugging allows you to set breakpoints in your plug-in code and step through the process in Visual Studio. The steps for setting up remote debugging are detailed in Chapter 9 in the companion book to this one: Working With Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 by Mike Snyder and Jim Steger. The CRM SDK also has information to help you set up remote debugging.

The downside to remote debugging is that it blocks other calls to the CRM application while you are stepping through your code. This can be a problem if you have multiple developers working with the same environment at the same time, and it will definitely be a problem if you are trying to debug something in a production environment.

Logging

The next-best option to discovering errors is to include extensive logging code in your plug-ins. Plug-ins typically execute in a process that is running as the Network Service user and should have rights to access the file system. You could then write some simple logging logic to output to a text file. Listing 5-17 demonstrates some simple logging code.

**LISTING 5-17  Simple logging code**

```csharp
private static readonly object _logLock = new Object();
protected static void LogMessage(string message)
{
    try
    {
        if (IsLoggingEnabled)
        {
            lock (_logLock)
            {
                File.AppendAllText(LogFilePath, String.Format("[{0}] {1} {2}\n",
                    DateTime.Now, message, Environment.NewLine));
            }
        }
    }
    catch
    {
    }
}
```
Part II  Extending Microsoft CRM

The `IsLoggingEnabled` and `LogFilePath` properties could be initialized once at startup or be implemented to check the registry at a certain frequency to determine whether logging should occur and where the log file should be created. With this method implemented, you can add logging messages to your plug-ins to help chase down those hard-to-interpret errors:

```csharp
if (IsLoggingEnabled)
{
    StringBuilder message = new StringBuilder();
    message.Append("InputParameters: ");
    foreach (PropertyBagEntry entry in context.InputParameters.Properties)
    {
        message.Append(entry.Name);
        message.Append(" ");
    }

    LogMessage(message.ToString());
}
```

**Warning**  Be sure that you restrict directory access to only those users who need access to the log data, especially if the logs might contain sensitive customer data. Plug-ins execute as the user who the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Web application pool is configured to run as. By default this is the special Network Service user. This user will, of course, need write access to the log folder.

**Unit Testing**

Automated unit testing, used to validate the individual units of functionality in a program, continues to gain momentum and popularity in the software development community. Unit testing can improve the quality of an application and reduce the risk of breaking functionality when changes are made to the code.

Taken a step further, you can use unit tests as a design tool. Test-driven design (TDD) is a methodology that dictates that unit tests should be written before implementing the feature. The developer then implements the functionality in the simplest way possible to satisfy the unit test.

**Mock Objects**

Writing unit tests that depend on an external data source, such as the CRM Web Services, introduces additional challenges. Every time a test runs, the state of the server impacts the test results, causing tests that previously passed to unexpectedly fail. Because tests should only start to fail when the code changes, this server dependency needs to be removed.
Fortunately, nothing in the plug-in definition dictates that it must communicate with a live server. A plug-in only references a single type in its definition, `IPluginExecutionContext`. Because `IPluginExecutionContext` is an interface, we can provide our own implementation during testing and remove the dependency on the server. This concept of providing a “fake” implementation of an abstract type is commonly called *mocking* in automated unit testing.

**Test Frameworks**

In our sample test, we will take advantage of two testing frameworks. The Microsoft Unit Testing Framework, commonly referred to as MSTest, is now included in all editions of Visual Studio 2008, with the exception of the Express edition. This framework provides custom attributes used to decorate test classes and a library of assertions that you can use within your tests to validate the actual results against the expected results. In addition, MSTest integrates with the Visual Studio 2008 user interface and allows you to execute your tests without leaving the development environment.

A framework called Rhino Mocks provides our mock `IPluginExecutionContext` implementation. Rhino Mocks works by generating classes on the fly that can implement a specific interface or extend a base class. As the test authors, we define which methods the tested functionality will call and what should be returned when those calls are made.

![More Info](http://www.ayende.com/projects/rhino-mocks.aspx)  
*You can find more information and download instructions for Rhino Mocks at http://www.ayende.com/projects/rhino-mocks.aspx.*

**Sample Test**

Now we will walk through the implementation of an automated unit test that verifies that our `AccountNumberValidator` plug-in is implemented correctly. Before we can write our first test, we need to include a test project in our solution.

**Adding the test project**

1. On the File Menu, select Add and then click New Project.
2. In the New Project dialog box, within the Visual C# > Test project types, select the Test Project template targeting the .Net Framework 3.0.
3. Type the name `ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginTests` into the Name box and click OK.
4. Delete the default UnitTest1.cs file.
5. Right-click the `ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginTests` project in Solution Explorer and then click Add Reference.
6. On the Browse tab, navigate to the CRM SDK’s bin folder and select microsoft.crm.sdk.dll and microsoft.crm.sdktypeproxy.dll. Click OK.

7. Right-click the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginTests project in Solution Explorer and then click Add Reference.

8. On the Project tab, select the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins project and click OK.

Now we can add our test class. Typically you would add a unit test to your project, which already contains sample code, but to introduce things one at a time, we will build the class from scratch. Create a class named AccountNumberValidatorTests and enter the code from Listing 5-18.

**LISTING 5-18** The empty AccountNumberValidatorTests class

```csharp
using System;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk;
using ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins;

namespace ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginTests
{
    [TestClass]
    public class AccountNumberValidatorTests
    {
    }
}
```

Note the inclusion of the TestClass attribute on the AccountNumberValidatorTests class. This attribute, defined by the MSTest framework, indicates that the AccountNumberValidatorTests class contains tests and should be included when tests are run.

To define our first test, add the following code to the AccountNumberValidatorTests class:

```csharp
[TestMethod]
public void TestInvalidFormat()
{
    AccountNumberValidator validator = new AccountNumberValidator();
    validator.Execute(null);
}
```

Similar to the TestClass attribute previously discussed, the TestMethod attribute identifies a method that represents a test within the test class. When all tests are run, MSTest will iterate through all the classes marked with a TestClass attribute and execute the methods marked with a TestMethod attribute individually.

You can run this test by selecting Test > Run > Tests in Current Context from the menu, but at this point it will always fail with the message “Test method ProgrammingWith-

This makes sense because the AccountNumberValidator plug-in expects a valid (non-null) IPluginExecutionContext to be passed in to the Execute method.

To provide an implementation of the IPluginExecutionContext interface to the AccountNumberValidator class, we need to add a reference to the Rhino Mocks framework.

Adding the Rhino Mocks Reference


2. Right-click the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginTests project in Solution Explorer and then click Add Reference.

3. On the Browse tab, navigate to the Rhino Mocks framework folder and select Rhino.Mocks.dll. Click OK.

Before we define our mock implementation, we should add a using statement to the top of the AccountNumberValidatorTests.cs file to make references to the framework easier:

```csharp
using Rhino.Mocks;
```

With the RhinoMocks framework properly referenced, we can modify the TestInvalidFormat method to match Listing 5-19.

LISTING 5-19 The TestInvalidFormat method updated with a mock IPluginExecutionContext

```csharp
[TestMethod]
public void TestInvalidFormat()
{
    MockRepository mocks = new MockRepository();
    IPluginExecutionContext context = mocks.CreateMock<IPluginExecutionContext>();
    PropertyBag inputParameters = new PropertyBag();
    DynamicEntity account = new DynamicEntity();
    account["accountnumber"] = "123456";
    inputParameters[ParameterName.Target] = account;
    using (mocks.Record())
    {
        Expect.On(context).Call(context.InputParameters).Return(inputParameters);
    }
    using (mocks.Playback())
    {
        AccountNumberValidator validator = new AccountNumberValidator();
        validator.Execute(context);
    }
}
The first difference we notice is the inclusion of the *mocks* variable. This instance of the *MockRepository* class is responsible for creating instances of our mock classes, as well as switching between record and playback modes, which we will discuss shortly. Creating an instance of a mock object is as simple as calling the *CreateMock* method and passing in the type you want to mock in the generics argument.

The next steps revolve around defining the expected use of the mock object. The *AccountNumberValidator* plug-in only accesses the *InputParameters* property on the *IPluginExecutionContext*. To avoid an error during test execution, we need to let Rhino Mocks know how it should respond when the *InputParameters* property is accessed. We begin by creating an instance of a *PropertyBag* and setting up the target property in it to contain a simple instance of a *DynamicEntity* with a short name.

With the local version of *inputParameters* set up and ready to go, we tell our *MockRepository* to switch to record mode. Record mode allows us to define our expectations on any mock objects. The next line might look a little odd if you are not used to dealing with mock frameworks. It reads more like English than typical C# code and tells the *MockRepository* to expect a call for the *InputParameters* property on the mock *IPluginExecutionContext* to expect.

### Implementing a Simple Mock Object

Looking at the overhead involved with setting up a mock framework you might find yourself wondering if it would be easier to implement the *IPluginExecutionContext* interface in your own test class. Such a class might look like this:

```csharp
public class MockPluginExecutionContext : IPluginExecutionContext
{
    private PropertyBag _inputParameters;
    public PropertyBag InputParameters
    {
        get { return _inputParameters; }
        set { _inputParameters = value; }
    }

    // remaining IPluginExecutionContext members here...
}
```

This would allow the previous *TestShortName* method shown in Listing 5-19 to be simplified to this:

```csharp
public void TestShortName()
{
    MockPluginExecutionContext context = new MockPluginExecutionContext();
    context.InputParameters = new PropertyBag();

    DynamicEntity account = new DynamicEntity();
    account["name"] = "ABC";
}
context.InputParameters[ParameterName.Target] = account;

AccountNumberValidator validator = new AccountNumberValidator();
validator.Execute(context);
}

For simple tests such as TestInvalidFormat, this is a perfectly valid and simple choice for implementing a mock object. The challenges arrive when the plug-ins become more complex and start to use the CreateCrmService and CreateMetadataService methods exposed on the IPluginExecutionContext interface. With a mock framework you can specify that the context should return another mock implementation of ICrmService or IMetadataService when these methods are called and then further define your expectations on those mock implementations. Using your own library of mock classes, you will find it increasingly difficult to specify the expected behavior for the functionality being tested.

With the expectations defined on our mock object, we switch the MockRepository to playback mode, in which all the expectations must be met as defined during the record mode.

Finally, we pass our mock IPluginExecutionContext in to the AccountNumberValidator’s Execute method. If we run our test at this point, however, we still get a failure with the message: “Test method ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.PluginTests.AccountNumberValidator-Tests.TestShortName threw exception: Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.InvalidPluginExecutionException: Account number does not follow the required format (AA-#####).” This, of course, is the expected behavior for our plug-in and means that it is validating as expected.

Tests that require an exception to be thrown in order for the test to pass have an additional attribute at their disposal. The ExpectedException attribute is applied at the method level and notifies MSTest that for this test to pass, the specific exception must be thrown. An example of the ExpectedException attribute applied to our TestInvalidFormat method can be seen here:

[TestMethod]
[ExpectedException(typeof(InvalidPluginExecutionException),
    "Account number does not follow the required format (AA-#####).")]
public void TestInvalidFormat()
{
    ...
}

With this addition our test will run and pass every time, unless the AccountNumberValidator code is modified to change the behavior. If the test fails, it is up to the developer to modify the test accordingly—to include the new functionality or determine whether the new code has inadvertently broken something that was previously working.
For this test class to be complete, it should minimally test account numbers that are in a valid format as well. It could additionally test for a null IPluginExecutionContext or an InputParameters property that does not include a value for the “target” key. All these scenarios would be simple to include using the techniques already demonstrated.

Sample Plug-ins

Now that you have a good understanding of how plug-ins work, let’s dig into some real-world examples. We will cover three different plug-in examples:

- Rolling up child entity attributes to a parent entity
- System view hider
- Customization change notifier

All these examples include source code that you can examine and use in your Microsoft Dynamics CRM deployment.

Rolling Up Child Entity Attributes to a Parent Entity

Frequently you will encounter a request to include some information in a view, such as the number of active contacts for a particular account or the next activity due date on a lead. You can accomplish this by writing a plug-in in a generic way so that it can handle all the messages involved in modifying a child record. The next example keeps track of the next scheduled phone call’s scheduledstart value and stores it in a custom attribute on the related lead.

Start by adding a new class named NextPhoneCallUpdater to the ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins project. Then stub out the class to match Listing 5-20.

Listing 5-20  The start of the NextPhoneCallUpdater plug-in

```csharp
using System;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Query;
using Microsoft.Crm.SdkTypeProxy;
using ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes;

namespace ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins
{
    public class NextPhoneCallUpdater : IPlugin
    {
        public void Execute(IPluginExecutionContext context)
        {
        }
    }
}
```
The first thing we need to think about is which messages our plug-in needs to register for. It needs to listen to Create and Delete messages for a phonecall. It also needs to listen to Update messages in case the scheduledstart attribute is changed or the regardingobjectid is changed. Finally, it needs to listen to the SetState and SetStateDynamicEntity messages to detect when the phonecall is marked as Complete or Cancelled. SetState and SetStateDynamicEntity are two different messages that accomplish the same thing, but you need to listen for both if you want to handle updates from the Web service API and from the CRM application. Based on this information we can add our PluginStep and PluginImage attributes to our class definition as shown in Listing 5-21.

**Listing 5-21**  The PluginStep and PluginImage attributes for the NextPhoneCallUpdater plug-in

```csharp
[PluginStep("Create", PluginStepStage.PostEvent,
            PrimaryEntityName = "phonecall", StepId = "PhoneCallPostCreate")]
[PluginImage(ImageType.PostImage, "PhoneCallPostCreate", "Id", "PhoneCall")]

[PluginStep("Update", PluginStepStage.PostEvent,
            PrimaryEntityName = "phonecall", StepId = "PhoneCallPostUpdate")]
[PluginImage(ImageType.Both, "PhoneCallPostUpdate", "Target", "PhoneCall")]

[PluginStep("Delete", PluginStepStage.PostEvent,
            PrimaryEntityName = "phonecall", StepId = "PhoneCallPostDelete")]
[PluginImage(ImageType.PreImage, "PhoneCallPostDelete", "Target", "PhoneCall")]

[PluginStep("SetState", PluginStepStage.PostEvent,
            PrimaryEntityName = "phonecall", StepId = "PhoneCallPostSetState")]
[PluginImage(ImageType.Both, "PhoneCallPostSetState", "EntityMoniker", "PhoneCall")]

[PluginStep("SetStateDynamicEntity", PluginStepStage.PostEvent,
            PrimaryEntityName = "phonecall", StepId = "PhoneCallPostSetStateDynamicEntity")]
[PluginImage(ImageType.Both, "PhoneCallPostSetStateDynamicEntity", "EntityMoniker", "PhoneCall")]

class NextPhoneCallUpdater : IPlugin
{
    ...
}
```

This probably looks like a lot of code to register for the appropriate messages, and it is. However, when you are keeping track of information on a child entity you need to account for all of the scenarios that could change your calculated value, and register messages accordingly. Therefore, you often register for these same messages whenever you need to populate one of these rolled-up attributes.

Also note the images that we set up for each step. Create gets a post-image, Delete gets a pre-image, and the rest get both types of images. The values we pass in for MessagePropertyName on the images come from Table 5-5.
The `Execute` method needs to determine which lead the phonecall is associated with in the pre-image and which it is associated with in the post-image. If they are different, both need to be updated. If they are the same, only that single lead will be updated. The `Execute` method source code is shown in Listing 5-22.

**LISTING 5-22** *NextPhoneCallUpdater’s Execute* method

```csharp
public void Execute(IPluginExecutionContext context) {
    Guid preLeadId = GetRegardingLeadId(context.PreEntityImages, "PhoneCall");
    Guid postLeadId = GetRegardingLeadId(context.PostEntityImages, "PhoneCall");

    ICrmService crmService = context.CreateCrmService(true);
    UpdateNextCallDueDate(crmService, preLeadId);
    if (preLeadId != postLeadId) {
        UpdateNextCallDueDate(crmService, postLeadId);
    }
}
```

The `Execute` method is fairly easy to understand, but it passes off most of the work to two additional methods, `GetRegardingLeadId` and `UpdateNextCallDueDate`. Let’s start by taking a look at `GetRegardingLeadId` in Listing 5-23.

**LISTING 5-23** The `GetRegardingLeadId` method

```csharp
private Guid GetRegardingLeadId(PropertyBag images, string entityAlias) {
    Guid regardingLeadId = Guid.Empty;
    if (images.Contains(entityAlias)) {
        DynamicEntity entity = (DynamicEntity)images[entityAlias];
        if (entity.Properties.Contains("regardingobjectid")) {
            Lookup regardingObjectId = (Lookup)entity["regardingobjectid"];
            if (regardingObjectId.type == "lead") {
                regardingLeadId = regardingObjectId.Value;
            }
        }
    }
    return regardingLeadId;
}
```

Because not all messages have a pre-image and a post-image, we wrote this method to be forgiving if the image is not found. If the phone call image is found and the `regardingobjectid`
attribute is associated with a lead, the method returns the `Guid` from `regardingobjectid`. Otherwise, it returns an empty `Guid`.

Once the lead IDs are identified, we need to update the attribute on the corresponding leads. `UpdateNextCallDueDate` is responsible for performing this functionality. Listing 5-24 is the full source code for the `UpdateNextCallDueDate` method.

**Listing 5-24** The `UpdateNextCallDueDate` method

```csharp
private void UpdateNextCallDueDate(ICrmService crmService, Guid leadId)
{
    if (leadId != Guid.Empty)
    {
        DynamicEntity lead = new DynamicEntity("lead");
        lead["leadid"] = new Key(leadId);

        DynamicEntity phoneCall = GetNextScheduledPhoneCallForLead(crmService, leadId);
        if (phoneCall != null)
        {
            lead["new_nextphonecallscheduledat"] = phoneCall["scheduledstart"];  
        }
        else
        {
            lead["new_nextphonecallscheduledat"] = CrmDateTime.Null;
        }

        crmService.Update(lead);
    }
}
```

`UpdateNextCallDueDate` is responsible for updating the custom `new_nextphonecallscheduledat` attribute on the lead. It sets it to the earliest `scheduledstart` value for phone calls associated with this lead. If no phone calls are associated with the lead (or they do not have `scheduledstart` values), it nulls out the `new_nextphonecallscheduledat` attribute on the lead.

`UpdateNextCallDueDate` calls one additional method, `GetNextScheduledPhoneCallForLead`, to determine which phone call it should use. The source code for `GetNextScheduledPhoneCallForLead` is displayed in Listing 5-25.

**Listing 5-25** The `GetNextScheduledPhoneCallForLead` method

```csharp
private DynamicEntity GetNextScheduledPhoneCallForLead(ICrmService crmService, Guid leadId)
{
    QueryExpression query = new QueryExpression();
    query.EntityName = EntityName.phonecall.ToString();
    ColumnSet cols = new ColumnSet(new string[] { "scheduledstart" });
    ```
GetNextScheduledPhoneCallForLead constructs a QueryExpression that filters for active phonecall entities that are associated with the specified lead and have a scheduledstart value. The query is set to return only one record and is sorted by the scheduledstart attribute in ascending order. If no matching phonecall is found, it returns null.

The end result is that regardless of how a phonecall entity is created, updated, or deleted, the parent entity's attribute will always be recalculated.
System View Hider

Microsoft Dynamics CRM includes default system views for entities such as accounts, contacts, and others. You might find that your organization does not want to use all these system views, and therefore you’d like to remove one or more of them. Unfortunately, if you try to customize the entity with the Web interface to delete a system view, you will receive an error message stating that you cannot remove a system view.

Fortunately, however, you can use a plug-in to hide specific system views from your users. For this sample, let’s assume we want to hide the No Orders in Last 6 Months system view on both the account and contact entities. The plug-in can do this because CRM queries for the list of systemview entities associated with a particular entity when displaying the picklist of views. This plug-in example is fairly straightforward to implement, so let’s start by looking at the completed code in Listing 5-26.

LISTING 5-26 SystemViewHider plug-in source code

```csharp
using System;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Query;
using Microsoft.Crm.SdkTypeProxy;
using ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes;

namespace ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins
{
    [PluginStep("RetrieveMultiple", PluginStepStage.PreEvent,
                 PrimaryEntityName="savedquery")]
    public class SystemViewHider : IPlugin
    {
        public void Execute(IPluginExecutionContext context)
        {
            object[] systemViews = new object[]
            {
                //Contacts: No Orders in Last 6 Months
                new Guid("9818766E-7172-4D59-9279-013835C3DECD"),

                //Accounts: No Orders in Last 6 Months
                new Guid("C147F1F7-1D78-4D10-85BF-7E03B79F74FA"),
            };

            if (context.InputParameters != null && systemViews.Length > 0)
            {
                if (context.InputParameters.Properties.Contains(
                    ParameterName.Query))
                {
                    QueryExpression query;
                    query = (QueryExpression) context.InputParameters[ParameterName.Query];
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```
if (query.EntityName == EntityName.savedquery.ToString())
{
  if (query.Criteria != null)
  {
    if (query.Criteria.Conditions != null)
    {
      ConditionExpression condition =
        new ConditionExpression();
      condition.AttributeName = "savedqueryid";
      condition.Operator = ConditionOperator.NotIn;
      condition.Values = systemViews;
      query.Criteria.Conditions.Add(condition);
      context.InputParameters[ParameterName.Query] = query;
    }
  }
}

The first thing to notice is this plug-in takes advantage of a message that might not be as obvious as some that we have dealt with in the past. The RetrieveMultiple message is a valid message to register for, and as is shown here you can manipulate the QueryExpression being passed to it before the core operation is executed.

The other factor that allows this plug-in to work is that the system view IDs for native entities are always the same across CRM installations. If this were not the case, we would need to specify the view IDs during registration in the customconfiguration attribute for the plug-in step or perform a query within the plug-in to find the right view ID to exclude.

### Customization Change Notifier

Customers often ask how they can keep track of customization changes in a development environment, or even for auditing in a production environment. If multiple people possess system administrator privileges, they could be making customization changes to the system at the same time. This might cause confusion or problems, especially if multiple users work with the same entity at the same time.

Obviously a good software development process dictates that developers and system administrators should communicate and follow a strict process when making changes to any environment. However, we created a sample plug-in that records customization changes. The plug-in presented in this sample doesn’t prevent two users from working on the same
records at the same time, but you can use it in conjunction with your development process as a safety net.

The *CustomizationChangeNotifier* plug-in listens for the Publish and PublishAll messages. To specify which users to notify of customization changes, we have added a custom Boolean attribute named *new_receivecustomizationnotifications* on the *systemuser* entity. By checking the corresponding check box on the *systemuser* form, the user is included in the notification e-mails. This plug-in differs from previous samples because it subscribes to both the pre-event and post-event steps and passes information between the two steps. Listing 5-27 shows the start of the *CustomizationChangeNotifier* code.

**LISTING 5-27  *CustomizationChangeNotifier***

```csharp
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.IO;
using System.Text;
using System.Xml;
using System.Xml.Xsl;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk;
using Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Query;
using Microsoft.Crm.SdkTypeProxy;
using ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins.Attributes;
namespace ProgrammingWithDynamicsCrm4.Plugins
{
    [PluginStep("Publish", PluginStepStage.PreEvent)]
    [PluginStep("Publish", PluginStepStage.PostEvent)]
    [PluginStep("PublishAll", PluginStepStage.PreEvent)]
    [PluginStep("PublishAll", PluginStepStage.PostEvent)]
    public class CustomizationChangeNotifier : IPlugin
    {
        public void Execute(IPluginExecutionContext context)
        {
        }
    }
}
```

So far everything looks pretty normal, with the exception of the already mentioned fact that we registered this plug-in for both the pre-event and post-event steps. Listing 5-28 fills out the *Execute* method, and things start to get interesting.

**LISTING 5-28  *CustomizationChangeNotifier*’s *Execute* method**

```csharp
public void Execute(IPluginExecutionContext context)
{
    if (context.Stage ==
        MessageProcessingStage.BeforeMainOperationOutsideTransaction)
    {
        byte[] preXml = GetCustomizationSnapshot(context);
```
context.SharedVariables["CustomizationChangeNotifier.PreXml"] = preXml;
}
else
{
    SendNotification(context,
        (byte[])context.SharedVariables["CustomizationChangeNotifier.PreXml"]);
}

Because this plug-in executes in two different steps it needs to determine which step it is
executing in right away and call the appropriate method. During the pre-event step,
this plug-in grabs a snapshot of the customizations and stores them in the context's
SharedVariables PropertyBag. Then, during the post-event step, it gets that customization
snapshot out of SharedVariables and passes it on to the SendNotification method.

SharedVariables is shared by all plug-ins within a pipeline. Because of this, you should be sure
the keys you use are likely to be unique. The only reason we use a byte array here is to deal
with the compressed version of the customization data. It is also worth mentioning that we
could have implemented this plug-in as two different plug-ins, each registered for its own
step, but both steps have enough shared functionality that it made sense to use a single
plug-in class. Let's examine the source code for GetCustomizationSnapshot in Listing 5-29.

LISTING 5-29 GetCustomizationSnapshot

private byte[] GetCustomizationSnapshot(IPluginExecutionContext context)
{
    ICrmService crmService = context.CreateCrmService(true);
    if (context.MessageName == "Publish")
    {
        ExportCompressedXmlRequest request = new ExportCompressedXmlRequest();
        string parameterXml = (string)context.InputParameters["ParameterXml"];
        request.ParameterXml = TransformParameterXmlToExportXml(parameterXml);
        request.EmbeddedFileName = "customizations.xml";

        ExportCompressedXmlResponse response =
            (ExportCompressedXmlResponse)crmService.Execute(request);
        return response.ExportCompressedXml;
    }
    else
    {
        ExportCompressedAllXmlRequest request =
            new ExportCompressedAllXmlRequest();
        request.EmbeddedFileName = "customizations.xml";
        ExportCompressedAllXmlResponse response =
            (ExportCompressedAllXmlResponse)crmService.Execute(request);
        return response.ExportCompressedXml;
    }
}
If you recall, not only did we register this plug-in for two steps, but we also registered it for two messages. Depending on whether the message is Publish or PublishAll, the plug-in will either get a subset of the current customizations or all of them. The two messages, ExportCompressedXml and ExportCompressedAllXml, are used to get the customization changes from CRM. The `EmbeddedFileName` property is used to specify the name of the file that is embedded in the zip file that is returned.

Unfortunately, the `ParameterXml` passed in through the context’s `InputParameters PropertyBag` is not quite the same as what is required by the ExportCompressedXml message. ExportCompressedXml requires all of the root node’s children (entities, nodes, security roles, workflows, and settings) even if you are not asking for any of those customization types. The `ParameterXml` only contains the customizations that are being published. Because of this slight difference, we need to do a transformation on the XML as shown in Listing 5-30.

**LISTING 5-30** The `TransformParameterXmlToExportXml` method

```csharp
private string TransformParameterXmlToExportXml(string parameterXml)
{
    string xsl = @""
    <xsl:transform version='1.0'
        xmlns:xsl='http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform'>
        <xsl:template match='/'>
            <importexportxml>
                <entities>
                    <xsl:apply-templates select='publish/entities/entity'/>
                </entities>
                <nodes>
                    <xsl:apply-templates select='publish/nodes/node'/>
                </nodes>
                <securityroles>
                    <xsl:apply-templates select='publish/securityroles/securityrole'/>
                </securityroles>
                <workflows>
                    <xsl:apply-templates select='publish/workflows/workflow'/>
                </workflows>
                <settings>
                    <xsl:apply-templates select='publish/settings/setting'/>
                </settings>
            </importexportxml>
        </xsl:template>
        <xsl:template match='@*|node()'>
            <xsl:copy>
                <xsl:apply-templates select='@*|node()' />
            </xsl:copy>
        </xsl:template>
    </xsl:transform>"
;

XslCompiledTransform transform = new XslCompiledTransform();
transform.Load(XmlReader.Create(new StringReader(xsl)));
```
Most of this method is just the declaration of the XSLT. While the specific details of the XSLT are outside the scope of this book, an abundance of information is available about XSLT both in books and on the Internet. The rest of the code in this method is simply using the XSLT to transform the ParameterXml passed in to the return value, which is passed to the ExportCompressedXmlRequest.

As shown back in Listing 5-28, when the Execute method is called for the post-event step, it passes along the plug-in context and the compressed XML from the pre-event step to the SendNotification method. The source code for the SendNotification method is displayed in Listing 5-31.

**Listing 5-31** The SendNotification method

```csharp
private void SendNotification(IPluginExecutionContext context, byte[] preXml)
{
    ICrmService crmService = context.CreateCrmService(true);
    activityparty[] recipients = GetNotificationRecipients(crmService);

    if (recipients.Length > 0)
    {
        byte[] postXml = GetCustomizationSnapshot(context);

        email email = new email();
        email.from = new activityparty[1];
        email.from[0] = new activityparty();
        email.from[0].partyid = new Lookup("systemuser", context.UserId);
        email.subject = "Customization Notification";
        email.description = @"You are receiving this email because a customization change has been published.";
        email.to = recipients;

        Guid emailId = crmService.Create(email);

        emailId = CreateEmailAttachment(crmService, emailId, preXml, "PreCustomizations.zip", "application/zip", 1);
        emailId = CreateEmailAttachment(crmService, emailId, postXml, "PostCustomizations.zip", "application/zip", 2);
    }
}
```
SendEmailRequest sendRequest = new SendEmailRequest();
sendRequest.EmailId = emailId;
sendRequest.IssueSend = true;
sendRequest.TrackingToken = String.Empty;
crmService.Execute(sendRequest);

SendNotification starts by getting a list of recipients that have indicated they want to be notified of customization changes. As long as at least one user has indicated that he or she would like to receive change notifications, another snapshot of the customizations is taken that can be used to compare against the customizations that are captured in the pre-event step. An e-mail message is then prepared, including both snapshots of the customization files as attachments, and sent to the list of recipients.

GetNotificationRecipients, as shown in Listing 5-32, queries to find which system users have the custom attribute new_receivecustomizationnotifications set to true and returns an array of activityparty instances that reference them.

**LISTING 5-32** The GetNotificationRecipients method

```csharp
private activityparty[] GetNotificationRecipients(ICrmService crmService)
{
    QueryByAttribute query = new QueryByAttribute();
    query.EntityName = "systemuser";
    query.ColumnSet = new ColumnSet(new string[] { "systemuserid" });
    query.Attributes = new string[] { "new_receivecustomizationnotifications" };
    query.Values = new object[] { true };

    RetrieveMultipleRequest request = new RetrieveMultipleRequest();
    request.Query = query;
    request.ReturnDynamicEntities = true;

    RetrieveMultipleResponse response = (RetrieveMultipleResponse)crmService.Execute(request);
    List<activityparty> recipients = new List<activityparty>();
    foreach (DynamicEntity systemUser in systemUsers)
    {
        activityparty recipient = new activityparty();
        Guid systemUserId = ((Key)systemUser["systemuserid"]).Value;
        recipient.partyid = new Lookup("systemuser", systemUserId);
        recipients.Add(recipient);
    }

    return recipients.ToArray();
}
```
The last remaining piece of code is the *CreateEmailAttachment* method, which is displayed in Listing 5-33. As the name implies, this method creates an attachment for an e-mail message in CRM.

**Listing 5-33** The *CreateEmailAttachment* method

```csharp
private static Guid CreateEmailAttachment(ICrmService crmService, Guid emailId, byte[] data, string filename, string mimeType, int attachmentNumber )
{
    activitymimeattachment emailAttachment = new activitymimeattachment();
    emailAttachment.activityid = new Lookup("email", emailId);
    emailAttachment.attachmentnumber = new CrmNumber(attachmentNumber);
    emailAttachment.mimetype = mimeType;
    emailAttachment.body = Convert.ToBase64String(data);
    emailAttachment.filename = filename;
    crmService.Create(emailAttachment);
    return emailId;
}
```

This sample demonstrates some of the more creative and powerful uses of plug-ins and *SharedVariables* as well as illustrating how to send an e-mail message with attachments using the CRM service.

**Summary**

Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 offers a powerful means of extensibility through plug-ins, which you can register directly into the event execution pipeline. You can register and deploy plug-ins by using existing tools or by implementing your own deployment tools using an API. Because Microsoft Dynamics CRM implements plug-ins with no dependencies on specific class implementations, they are a good target for automated unit tests. The number of messages that can be registered for is significantly larger than any previous version of Microsoft Dynamics CRM and allows developers to extend CRM much further than was possible in the past.
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